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The start of the academic year saw a group 
of Arts and Science faculty honored with 
promotions and new titles. Receiving pro-
motions from assistant professor were Laura 
Carpenter, associate professor of sociology; 
Nathalie Debrauwere-Miller, associate 
professor of French; Katherine Friedman, 
associate professor of biological sciences; 
Mark Hosford, associate professor of art; 
Christina Karageorgou-Bastea, associate 
professor of Spanish; and Lorraine López, 
associate professor of English.
Tony Earley, formerly Samuel Milton 
Fleming Associate Professor of English, be-
came the Samuel Milton Fleming Professor 
of English. 
Three faculty members were named to 
full professor. Isabel Gauthier, formerly 
associate professor of psychology, is now 
professor of psychology. Associate Provost 
for Global Strategy Joel Harrington, for-
merly associate professor of history, is now 
professor of history. Marc Hetherington was 
promoted from associate professor of politi-
cal science to professor of political science.
In addition, three outstanding faculty 
were named to the position of University 
Professor in recognition of their accom-
plishments, contributions and scholarly 
distinctions. 
Professor of Chemistry Lawrence 
Marnett is now University Professor, Mary 
Geddes Stahlman Professor of Cancer 
Research, professor of biochemistry, profes-
sor of pharmacology and director of the 
Vanderbilt Institute of Chemical Biology. 
Lilianna Solnica-Krezel is University 
Professor, professor of biological sci-
ences, Martha Rivers Ingram Professor of 
Developmental Genetics and professor of 
cell and developmental biology. Former 
dean of the Vanderbilt Law School Edward 
L. Rubin has been named University 
Professor and professor of political science. 
This is in addition to his primary appoint-
ment to the law school as professor of law. 
The College of Arts and Science has  
also welcomed new faculty from as far away 
as China and as near as Vanderbilt itself.  
For a full list of new faculty, please visit 
http://snipurl.com/ASnewfaculty.
Vanderbilt recently launched VUconnect, 
a new online community for all alumni and 
students. VUconnect replaces the previous 
online service, Dore2Dore, and provides 
new and enhanced features. Alumni can 
use VUconnect to provide news, find old 
friends and classmates, network, share 
career advice and leads, locate VU chap-
ters and sign up for Vanderbilt events.
College of Arts and Science alumni are 
encouraged to go to www.vuconnect.com 
and follow the step-by-step instructions to 
register. Previously registered Dore2Dore 
users need to re-register with VUconnect 
(although biographical information from 
Dore2Dore will automatically transfer). 
Those with an @alumni.vanderbilt.edu 
e-mail address will continue to have e-mail 
forwarding service. 
VUconnect is only open to Vanderbilt 
alumni and students, as part of Vanderbilt’s 
commitment to the privacy of its alumni.
For help or questions, e-mail vuconnect
@vanderbilt.edu or call (615) 322-5578 
weekdays 8:30 a.m.–5 p.m. Central time.
Promoted for Excellence Connecting 
Vanderbilt’s  
Online Community
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lIkE grEat parENtS, grEat profESSorS SEEk INdEpENdENCE aNd 
SElf-rElIaNCE for thEIr StudENtS.  In Vanderbilt’s College of Arts and 
Science, we teach the crafts of writing and speaking, of critical thinking, of skepticism 
and analysis. We are fortunate in our 4,170 undergraduates: They are diverse, curious and 
their level of academic preparation is first-rate. When we as professors do our jobs well, 
we gradually make ourselves obsolete to our students. We aspire to equip them with the 
cognitive tools to do for themselves what we have provided first. As educators, we share this 
common ideal, whether we teach philosophy, economics, African American and diaspora 
studies, neuroscience or one of dozens of other academic specialties in Arts and Science. 
The core of undergraduate education in Arts and Science is the program nicknamed 
AXLE: Achieving Excellence in Liberal Education. AXLE opens the entire Arts and Science 
curriculum to first-year and sophomore students to expose them to a dazzling breadth of 
knowledge before they specialize by declaring a major. The goal, of course, is for students to 
import AXLE’s breadth to the depth of a major field of study, and thus, to emerge as lifelong 
learners at home anywhere in the world of educated men and women.
Within the AXLE program, students take a first-year writing seminar and a sequence of 
additional writing or oral communication courses. They experience the liberal arts through 
courses in humanities and the creative arts; international cultures; U.S. history and culture; 
mathematics and natural sciences; social and behavioral sciences; and one perspectives class, 
which addresses the impact of diverse ethics and values on contemporary issues. 
These are broad parameters, designed deliberately to allow each student to chart his or 
her own path within our Arts and Science curriculum.  
Great advising is essential to the success of such a program, and this fall, Arts and Science 
unveiled an innovative approach to premajor advising. The College of Arts and Science Premajor 
Advising Resources Center (CASPAR) has opened for business. The vision of CASPAR is simple: 
“Through informed and responsive academic advising, we help Vanderbilt students realize 
their potential as inquisitive citizens of an ever-changing world.” CASPAR Director Patricia 
Armstrong leads a staff of six talented recent Arts and Science doctoral graduates. Service 
with CASPAR provides professional development opportunities for these new Ph.D.s. 
Professor Armstrong and the CASPAR advisers meet our youngest students where they are, 
literally: offices are in the Commons Center, in the heart of the first-year living and learning 
community. With day and evening office hours, tutoring services, individual mentorship, 
and programs that help address the challenges facing large groups of students, CASPAR is 
flexible enough to remain sensitive to students’ needs as they develop. 
The goal, of course, is self-reliance: to help students toward awareness of their unique 
interests and aptitudes, to help them to learn how to plan and realize a personalized cur-
riculum, to help them understand how to make the most of their paths through this great 
university. If we do our jobs well—if we make ourselves obsolete—these tools will equip our 
students for all challenges that lie ahead.
Carolyn Dever
Dean
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C. Neal Tate, professor and chair of the Depart-
ment of Political Science, died unexpectedly 
September 13, 2009, as he recovered from 
surgery. Tate was 65.
“Neal Tate was a valued friend, an accom-
plished scholar and a leader of his depart-
ment, the university and the discipline of 
political science,” says Carolyn Dever, dean 
of the College of Arts and Science and pro-
fessor of English. “We will reap the benefits 
of his great work for many years to come.”
Tate, who also held an appointment at 
Vanderbilt Law School, was widely admired 
not only as a scholar but also for his admin-
istrative and interpersonal skills. Recruited 
to the College of Arts and Science from 
University of North Texas in 2003, Tate is 
credited with providing strong leadership 
in the rebuilding of the political science 
department. Under his direction, the 
department’s national reputation soared  
as it added esteemed faculty to its ranks.
Bruce Oppenheimer, professor of 
political science and acting department 
chair, calls Tate a first-rate person and 
friend who demonstrated great leadership. 
“Neal contributed a huge investment of his 
time and effort the past six years to guide 
our department,” he says, adding that the 
number of political science faculty increased 
by two-thirds under his watch.
As a political scholar, Tate specialized in 
comparative and American judicial politics. 
Other areas of academic interest were Third 
World politics and the military in politics. A 
distinguished editor and author, at the time 
of his death, Tate was working on a book 
project titled Political Repression, Human 
Rights and the Rule of Law: The Global 
Picture, 1976–2005.
In May, Tate was awarded the Alexander 
Heard Distinguished Service Professor 
Award, given annually to a Vanderbilt 
faculty member for distinctive contribu-
tions to the understanding of problems of 
contemporary society.
Alexander Heard, who served as Vanderbilt’s 
fifth chancellor, and guided the university 
from 1963 to 1982, died July 24 after a long 
illness. The chancellor emeritus was 92.
Under Heard’s leadership, Vanderbilt 
grew and prospered, as did the College of 
Arts and Science.
“During his tenure, Arts and Science 
increased enrollment, added more honors’ 
work, gained its first endowed chairs and 
grew in national status,” says Carolyn Dever, 
dean of the College of Arts and Science. “He 
presided over the largest faculty develop-
ment effort in our history. Equally important, 
he helped establish a culture of collegiality 
among faculty, students, alumni, staff and 
administration that exists to this day.”
Personable and intelligent, Heard was 
known for his accessibility and responsive-
ness to students, sometimes supporting 
them in controversial issues that put him at 
odds with his advisors or members of the 
Board of Trust. 
A giant in his field, Heard was the recipi-
ent of 27 honorary degrees from various col-
leges and universities over the years. He also 
served as an advisor to three U.S. presidents. 
Donations in his honor may be made 
to the Alexander Heard Memorial Fund at 
Vanderbilt. 
C. Neal Tate, Chair of Political Science, Dies
Vanderbilt Mourns Passing of Former Chancellor Heard 
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Two Arts and Science 
Faculty With  
CAreer Awards 
Alumni Saks and Yunus Receive  
Rare, Prestigious Honors
Two College of Arts and Science alumni 
recently made international headlines when 
each received prestigious and notable awards.
In August, Muhammad Yunus, PhD’71, 
was awarded the 2009 Presidential Medal 
of Freedom by President Obama. America’s 
highest civilian honor, the Medal of Freedom 
is awarded to individuals who make an 
especially meritorious contribution to the 
security or national interests of the United 
States, world peace, cultural or other signifi-
cant public or private endeavors.
Yunus is a global leader in anti-poverty 
efforts who pioneered the use of micro-
loans to provide credit to poor individuals. 
He founded the Grameen Bank in his native 
Bangladesh to grant small, low-interest 
loans to the poor. The successful model 
has spread throughout the world. In 2006, 
Yunus received the Nobel Peace Prize.
Elyn Saks, BA’77, is the recipient of a 
$500,000 MacArthur Fellowship  from 
the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur 
Foundation. Known for her scholarship in 
mental health law and advocacy, as well as 
for her personal battle with schizophrenia, 
Saks is a University of Southern California 
law professor and associate dean. She is 
also an adjunct professor of psychiatry at 
the University of California, San Diego. 
Her widely acclaimed memoir, The Center 
Cannot Hold: My Journey through Madness, 
disclosed her lifelong struggle with schizo-
phrenia and acute psychosis. 
A philosophy major in the College of 
Arts and Science, Saks was a Founder’s 
Medalist at Vanderbilt and a Marshall 
Scholar at Oxford University before earning 
a law degree from Yale.
The MacArthur Foundation annually 
awards the no-strings-attached fellow-
ships, informally known as “genius grants,” 
to encourage recipients in their creativity, 
originality and potential. 
The national Science Foundation has 
awarded its most prestigious honor for 
young teacher-scholars, the Faculty early 
Career Development Program award, to 
Kelly holley-bockelmann, assistant profes-
sor of astronomy, and Antonis rokas, 
assistant professor of biological sciences. 
Known as CAreer awards, the grants 
fund outstanding young faculty in research 
and education outreach.
holley-bockelmann will use her $1,075,873 
five-year grant to further explore supermas-
sive black holes, including developing and 
testing a comprehensive theory for their 
evolution. The grant will also assist her work 
in addressing the underrepresentation of 
women and minorities in astrophysics. 
rokas’ $688,129, five-year grant will 
support his research into yeast genomes 
and how they may expand understanding 
of the evolutionary relationships among 
living organisms. The project will also train 
high school teachers and students regard-
ing phylogenetics (the study of evolutionary 
relationships) and include development of an 
undergraduate course.
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Orrin Ingram and Rodes Hart believe in Vanderbilt and the College of Arts and Science. As alumni, trustees, 
philanthropists and visionaries, they reflect on the 
opportunities—and challenges—of eliminating need-
based loans and increasing scholarship endowment.
Rodes Hart, who graduated from the College of Arts and Science 
in 1954 and now serves as chair of Vanderbilt’s $1.75 billion Shape 
the Future campaign, joined the Vanderbilt Board of Trust in 1979, 
becoming trustee, emeritus, in 2007.
Orrin Ingram received his bachelor’s degree from the College 
of Arts and Science in 1982. A member of the Board of Trust since 
2002, he chairs its Medical Center Affairs Committee and serves 
as vice chair of the Shape the Future campaign. He also chairs the 
Vanderbilt-Ingram Cancer Center Board of Overseers and the 
Vanderbilt University Medical Center Board.
These leaders answered questions about Vanderbilt’s commit-
ment to replace need-based undergraduate loans with scholarships 
and grants—and the $100 million philanthropic effort, Opportunity 
Vanderbilt, that will sustain this historic expansion of financial aid. 
Why is Vanderbilt’s expanded financial aid initiative, with its 
emphasis on scholarships rather than loans, so important? 
Hart: It’s the right thing to do. Scholarships replace the bur-
den of student loans, and those loan obligations can adversely 
impact students’ career choices or their plans for advanced or 
professional education. We want to ensure that financial need is 
not a deterrent for highly qualified students who want to attend 
Vanderbilt.
INgram: When a class is made up of individuals of all eco-
nomic, geographic and cultural backgrounds and experiences, 
that blend enriches the learning environment for the whole 
class—and every student.
aid packages, all families still have an expected financial contri-
bution, and some families will meet that contribution through 
loans—so this expanded financial aid initiative does not make 
Vanderbilt cost-free.
How do you think the educational needs of your children and 
grandchildren are/will be different from those of your generation?
INgram: Thank goodness I’m not in college right now. When 
I was in school, I was being prepared to compete with other com-
panies inside the United States. My children are going to have 
to compete with businesses both within the U.S. and globally. 
Hart: When I was in school, we used a slide rule. The tools 
of today are completely different. To maximize education today 
and tomorrow, students need a broad educational experience to 
cope with the fast pace of change and expansion of knowledge. 
What makes Vanderbilt an important institution in today’s world?
Hart: There’s no doubt that Vanderbilt is equipping its 
students for leadership roles in an increasingly complex world. 
And within Vanderbilt, the College of Arts and Science, with 
its diversity of disciplines, faculty and opportunities, clearly 
prepares students for an integrated global society. 
INgram: Vanderbilt recognizes that big, important, 
game-changing breakthroughs and discoveries typically 
come at the interdisciplinary crossroads. Arts and 
Science students can combine their passions for history 
and economics, study medicine, health and society or 
work at the interface of the physical/biological sciences. 
This interdisciplinary approach makes the world a better 
place by having bright students learn and collaborate 
with great faculty, across all the arts and sciences. 
Some might wonder if Vanderbilt and the College of arts and 
Science really need their support or whether a small gift can 
make any kind of difference at a big university with a sizable 
endowment. What do you tell alumni and others when you 
encounter that? 
INgram: You’d be surprised at what a difference a little can 
make in somebody’s life. A lot of “littles” can add up to be a 
lot. Our endowment per student isn’t as large as many other 
schools’—so every penny counts. Vanderbilt receives more 
than 85,000 gifts each year from alumni, parents and friends 
who give in amounts from $10 to $10,000. 
Hart:  Every gift is important and every gift makes a dif-
ference. Of course we need large contributions to reach the 
Opportunity Vanderbilt goal of $100 million and our overall 
Shape the Future goal of $1.75 billion—but we need gifts at 
every level. When Arts and Science alumni support the school, 
they’re supporting young men and women who will be tomor-
row’s leaders in a broad spectrum of industries and arenas. 
These students deserve the best we, as alumni, can offer, and 
they will take their liberal arts education, and apply it to the 
enormous challenges of the future. 
OppOrtunit y  Vanderbilt
“Vanderbilt recognizes that big, important, 
game-changing breakthroughs and 
discoveries typically come at the 
interdisciplinary crossroads.”
 – Orrin Ingram
Opportunity Vanderbilt is seeking $100 million in new gifts to 
support this financial aid initiative. Why not postpone this, given 
the current economy? 
INgram: By waiting we could be denying someone who 
is qualified a chance to attend our university. Though we are 
certainly mindful of the current economic climate, Vanderbilt’s 
strategic decisions and philanthropic priorities focus on what’s 
important to sustain the university’s mission over the long term. 
And increasing Vanderbilt’s scholarship endowment is crucial 
to that mission.
What has been the College of arts and Science’s progress 
toward its Opportunity Vanderbilt goal?
Hart: As the largest school within the university, Arts and 
Science has set a goal of $32.5 million for new gifts to scholar-
ship endowment for its undergraduates. To date, close to $16 
million in gifts and pledges have been made by alumni, parents 
and friends. 
Why not incur student loans in order to receive an education of 
the caliber Vanderbilt offers?
Hart: The young people Vanderbilt educates will be the leaders 
who will guide our country and positively influence societies 
throughout the world. But debt will influence their choices.
Vanderbilt has been addressing the challenge of student debt 
for many years, and since 2000, students’ loan burdens have 
been reduced by 17 percent. Scholarship giving to our Shape the 
Future campaign has had a vital role in those debt-reduction 
efforts, and Vanderbilt’s expanded financial aid announcement 
builds directly on the university’s long-term focus on this issue 
of student debt.
Approximately 61 percent of students in the College of Arts 
and Science receive some sort of financial aid. And it’s important 
to keep in mind that even as we eliminate loans in our financial 
Two of Vanderbilt’s volunteer leaders              discuss the expanded financial aid initiative.Dan
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Right: Conservation Biology 
participants experienced 
Australia from rainforest to bar-
rier reef to the world-renowned 
sandstone formation, Uluru/
Ayers Rock. 
T
artsANDSCIENCEiNtheworld
ime spent abroad experiencing other cultures and gaining new knowledge has been part of the 
College of Arts and Science experience for thousands of alumni. Groups of students recently traveled 
to Australia, Britain, China, Egypt, Germany, Greece and Canada (with Washington, D.C. thrown in for 
good measure) for intensive learning experiences known as Maymester. Thanks to new Global Summer 
Fellows Scholarships, need-based financial awards created by the Vanderbilt Student Government and 
the provost’s office, 25 students who otherwise would have been unable to participate experienced the 
four-week Maymester session or another study abroad program.
Above: Exploring China participants at the Great Wall. In what students say 
was one of the most powerful experiences of the class, they also visited Tiananmen 
Square on the 20th anniversary of the Tiananmen Square protests. Below: Berlin 
2009 participants made a visit to St. Nikolai Church, Leipzig, Germany, center of 
peaceful protests against the communist regime of East Germany in 1989.
Above: Congressman Jesse Jackson Jr. (left) met with Politics and Leadership 
students in Washington, D.C., led by Mark Dalhouse (center), director of 
Vanderbilt’s Office of Active Citizenship and Service. Below: Students in the 
Uncovering Greek Religion session gather before the Temple of Poseidon 
during a once-in-a-lifetime learning opportunity. 
Above: Students took time out of their Artistic Escape to London 
course to see the city’s iconic sights.
Above: Riding camels to the pyramids of Giza was 
only one unforgettable adventure for students in 
the Egypt Culture and Society class. 
Andy EnkEboll
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fiveminuteswith… by nelson Bryan, Ba’73
You can call it kismet, karma or serendipity, but whatever approach 
you prefer, there is little doubt that Penelope “Penny” Peirce is 
exactly where she’s supposed to be—at the helm of Technology Sup-
port Services for the College of Arts and Science.
As director of Technology Support Services, Peirce, MDiv’73, 
JD’79, supervises all classroom technology, production services, 
computer support and ongoing projects for the school. Her first job 
at Vanderbilt was working as secretary to the legendary Dr. Mildred 
Stahlman (BA’43, MD’46, HO’48) in the Department of Pediatrics. 
Today Peirce works with teams of staff and students to determine 
what equipment is needed for new and renovated classrooms, 
provide computer equipment and services, and respond to all of the 
audiovisual needs of the school.
How long have you been at Vanderbilt and what road led you here?
I have been at Vanderbilt more than 30 years. I stopped count-
ing at 30 because it makes me feel too old. I did get a Vanderbilt 
law degree while working here, but I decided not to practice 
after realizing that I wanted the knowledge and not the lifestyle.
I came to Vanderbilt to go to divinity school. I wanted to 
concern myself with “ultimate concerns.” I soon discovered 
that I was probably an atheist and that my ultimate concerns 
were how to pay the rent and buy food. It was an interesting 
time to be in divinity school. The country was in the middle of 
the Vietnam War, and men my age were being drafted. Divinity 
students were given deferments, so most of the people in divin-
ity school at the time were political activists of some kind.
How did you wind up working for the College of arts and science?
Vanderbilt Divinity School gave me a chance to do an intern-
ship with what was then the television and film division of 
the Methodist Church. I had already developed an interest 
in media and in making films from doing still photography 
and loving music. Around the time I was graduating from the 
divinity school, I found out the College of Arts and Science 
wanted to start a media center, and I persuaded them that I was 
the one who could do it.
I started the Learning Resource Center in one room in Gar-
land Hall with no staff. After purchasing some basic equipment, 
which at that time was 16 mm projectors, overhead transpar-
ency projectors and reel-to-reel video and audio recorders, I 
hired a few student workers. When faculty needed something, 
we pushed it on carts to the classroom. We quickly expanded 
into a few more rooms in Garland. We were promised more 
space for many, many years and finally, when the Buttrick 
renovation was scheduled, we were given the space we needed 
and the opportunity to design it. Recently I have been given the 
opportunity to combine audiovisual services and computer ser-
vices, and create the new division, Technology Support Services.
How has the technology changed since those early days?
Classes started out making films and documentary projects 
on Super 8 film and reel videotape, and now we are using HD 
cameras and recording on hard discs. Students today who 
complain about how long it takes to edit a project have no idea 
what it was like “back in the day.” 
Today, the majority of the classrooms in the college are 
completely equipped with video projectors, computers, DVD 
players and VCRs. We also have a large amount of equipment 
available for students and faculty to check out, and we maintain 
12 editing stations equipped with Final Cut Pro editing software 
as well as two sound recording rooms.
How is working with today’s students?
I like having student workers so I can talk with them about 
what they think and how they spend their time. Recently I was 
very critical of Facebook, quoting research to them that indi-
cated the more time you spend on Facebook, the worse your 
Penny Peirce
artsANDsCienCe
grades were. They told me about a study that said Facebook 
users were better workers and informed me that everyone at 
Vanderbilt was on Facebook. 
I set up a Facebook page and played with it for a while. I’m 
still not a fan. I would rather spend my time in other ways.
in what other ways do you spend your time?
I love to write. I write almost every day and hope that someday 
I will have time to finish a few things. Living life seems to get 
in the way of writing about it. I love my iPod. Actually, I have 
two iPods. I have made mixed tapes since cassette tape was 
invented. The iPod rocked my world, made everything about 
music much easier. I also love my bicycle, and I try to ride 
several times a week. I am also a recreational kayaker and 
recreational golfer.
During my internship with United Methodist Communica-
tions, I met several Chicago Theological Seminary students 
who had come to Nashville to begin an intentional living com-
munity, and so I became part of a hippie communal group. The 
group still gets together at least once a year, and I have vaca-
tioned in Michigan with three of those people every summer 
for the past 30 years.
I love the Hubble telescope. We can now see back to the 
beginning of our universe and we are fairly certain there is 
a black hole at the center of every galaxy. I think it is a great 
achievement. I love to read. The last physical book I read was 
Kevin Wilson’s short stories, Tunneling to the Center of the 
Earth. I am reading Michael Cunningham’s Specimen Days with 
the Kindle application on my iPhone, and I just finished listen-
ing to Spin (a book about the death of the Earth) on my iPod. 
For the last few years, I have been very interested in finding 
really positive science fiction because I am concerned that, as 
Douglas Adams said, we become our dreams.
“i did get a Vanderbilt law degree while 
working here, but i decided not to 
practice after realizing that i wanted 
the knowledge and not the lifestyle.”
– Penny Peirce
John Russell
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A Middle Eastern Calling 
Leor Halevi is writing. The associate professor of his-tory is tucked away in his office, once a hallway on 
the first floor of Benson Hall. The tidy, narrow space 
is lined floor to ceiling with books in Arabic, Hebrew, 
Latin and other languages. Neat piles of notes and 
tagged volumes surround the computer illuminated by 
a tall window that draws in the late afternoon sun. 
As a scholar and teacher, Halevi focuses on the history of Islam. 
He has published on the role of medieval Islamic death rituals and 
is at work on his second book, which focuses on Muslim trade with 
the West in the modern period. 
“You could say I cast my net broadly,” he says with a slow smile. 
His background is also broad, an intense and diverse blend of 
cultural and linguistic elements. Born in Montreal to Israeli parents 
of Moroccan and Hungarian descent, Halevi grew up in Puebla, 
Mexico, where his father was a college professor and his mother 
taught Hebrew part time.
“When I was in 10th grade, I spent time on a kibbutz in Israel,” he 
says. “The American kids there were already motivated about college. 
That’s when I realized I wanted to go to an American university, too.” 
Make that three American universities: Princeton, Yale and 
Harvard. As an undergraduate, he envisioned himself following in 
the footsteps of his father, a physicist. While taking a history class, 
he found a calling—Middle Eastern history—and stumbled onto 
a unique opportunity to study it. “At that time, no one wanted to 
major in Islamic studies; it was one of the smallest departments at 
Princeton,” he says. “I did the math and saw I could get a student-
to-faculty ratio of one to seven.” 
That pragmatic decision, strengthened by the fluency in Hebrew 
he brought from home and a family keen on Middle Eastern politics, 
led to his life’s work. Halevi found rich, uncharted ground to work 
in medieval Islam, which led to penning the acclaimed Muhammad’s 
Grave: Death Rites and the Making of Islamic Society, published by 
Columbia University Press in 2007. 
Imagination and History
“Part of what I try to do as a historian is bring texts to life. For me 
personally, it’s fulfilling to approach history imaginatively, to picture 
another world,” Halevi says. “History allows us to envision people 
and times that are different from our own. I like the discipline it 
gives me in exercising my imagination. That disciplined approach is 
the difference between a work of history and historical fiction.” 
Halevi’s work stretches beyond uncovering the details of the 
past to writing that humanizes the actions, people and forces that 
forge historical events. “I’m not a Muslim and I haven’t died yet,” 
Halevi jokes, “but I spent several years thinking about how Muslims 
experienced death a millennium ago. My work forced me to step 
outside myself and exercise my historical imagination, to bring the 
practices, and debates, and sentiments that I researched to life.” 
Muhammad’s Grave has garnered considerable attention. The 
book won the 2008 Ralph Waldo Emerson award given by the Phi 
Beta Kappa academic society to nonfiction books that have made 
the most significant contributions to the humanities. The American 
Academy of Religion honored it with the 2008 Award of Excellence 
in the Study of Religion, and in 2007, it received the top book prize 
in Middle Eastern studies, the Albert Hourani Prize awarded by the 
Middle Eastern Studies Association of North America. 
While adamantly insisting that his work does not serve as a 
broad survey or general guidebook into the intricacies of Middle 
Eastern culture and politics, Halevi admits he sometimes acts as 
a reference librarian for those wanting to know more about Islam. 
Always willing to guide others in pursuit of knowledge, he’s happy 
to suggest titles to read about the Middle East.
An Easy Place to Live
Halevi started his academic teaching career at Texas A&M in 2002, 
so he’s comfortable in the South, describing Middle Tennessee as 
gracious and welcoming to him and his family. “We like the weather 
and the people. They’re friendly here and they make eye contact 
when they say hello,” he says. “This is an easy place to live.” 
The family lives near the university, and Halevi and his wife, 
Lauren Clay, assistant professor of history, ride their bicycles to 
campus. Walks to a nearby coffeehouse or Mexican popsicle shop 
are frequent family sojourns. Their elder son attends a public Span-
ish immersion grade school; the younger is in preschool. “At home, 
I talk to the boys in Hebrew and they answer in English,” he laughs. 
Halevi is fluent in Hebrew, Spanish and English, and proficient 
in Arabic, Latin and French. Clay is fluent in French and English, 
and proficient in Spanish. The couple are raising their boys to be 
multilingual, too. 
When not hiking on nearby trails with his kids or partaking of 
Nashville’s cultural offerings, Halevi writes, does research and perfects 
his squash game. “I consider my work great fun. I enjoy reading and 
learning new things,” he says. He has a taste for modernist fiction and 
he confesses to enjoying detective novels, too. His reading list is eclectic. 
He just read—for fun—John Kenneth Galbraith’s 1958 treatise on 
modern consumption, The Affluent Society.
Halevi spent 2008–2009, his first year at the College of Arts 
and Science, on sabbatical to work on a new book about Muslim 
fatwas (legal opinions based in part on the teachings of the Quran). 
Entitled Forbidden Goods: The Consumption of Western Things and 
the Search for Modern Islam, it explores fatwas on new technology 
and objects that have to do with religious imagination, modernity 
and materialism, he says. Halevi received a National Endowment for 
the Humanities fellowship to research and write this second book. 
Quirky Introduction
In August, he returned to the classroom to teach undergraduate 
classes, including the History of Islam. Forgoing the traditional 
survey course approach, the class delves deeply into four significant 
points in the evolution of Islam, such as the formation of the Quran 
and early-20th century Muslim modernism. 
“Cramming the political history of a major dynasty into one 
semester is boring and useless, so I’ve divided the course into 
chronological snapshots,” Halevi says. “My objective is to give 
students a quirky introduction to Islam that will serve to stimulate 
more study and open doors that will allow them to take more 
classes on the topic.” 
Using his in-progress book as a springboard, his second class, 
Religion, Culture and Commerce, takes an economic and anthropo-
logical view across cultures and countries. “The focus here is not to 
be exclusively Islam. Far from it. In class, we’ll explore the ways that 
various religions responded to capitalism,” he says. “It’s a look across 
disciplines at what consumer goods mean through the lens of religion 
and what economic exchange means through the lens of culture.” 
Leor Halevi exercises his imagination and love of history in the study of Islam.
by MArdy FonEs
“I spent several years thinking about 
how Muslims experienced death a 
millennium ago. My work forced me 
to step outside myself…”
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upclose by sandy smith
orget what you’ve seen on 
The Sopranos, One Flew Over 
the Cuckoo’s Nest, Frasier or 
cop shows. Despite the almost 
universal depiction of psychology 
in the media, the Department of 
Psychology in the College of Arts 
and Science focuses on the big-
ger picture: how brain processes 
affect human behavior.
“The work done by our faculty and students has had wide-
ranging impact on our understanding of the relation between the 
brain and thoughts, feelings, and behaviors,” says Department 
Chair Andrew Tomarken, associate professor of psychology. “I am 
not exaggerating when I say that I am sometimes in awe of my 
colleagues’ ability to ask important questions about brain-behavior 
linkages and to devise creative and rigorous experiments to answer 
such questions.” 
More than two decades ago, he says, the psychology department 
decided to focus on three main areas of expertise: clinical science, 
cognition and cognitive neuroscience, and neuroscience. Today its 
faculty members are nationally recognized for their groundbreaking 
research. The department’s graduate program ranks among the top 
programs in the country in these three specialty areas. The under-
graduate program, which boasts 287 students majoring in the field, 
benefits from having top experts teaching its courses.
Emphasizing these three areas doesn’t limit the department,  
Tomarken explains. Its 30 faculty members have interests and 
expertise in multiple and sometimes interconnecting areas of 
those three concentrations. Other connections flourish in the 
graduate program in psychological sciences, which spans the 
Department of Psychology in the College of Arts and Science 
and the Department of Psychology and Human Development 
in Peabody College. Because the two departments have comple-
mentary specialties, students and faculty are exposed to a wide 
range of educational and research opportunities.
disgust to depression and Everything in Between 
In the past two years, College of Arts and Science psychology  
faculty have published major findings in a number of areas. These 
range from studies of brain activity that underlie perceptual 
expertise (Isabel Gauthier) and motion perception (Randolph 
Blake) to clinical studies of the relative benefits of different treat-
ments for depression (Steve Hollon), the role of disgust in anxi-
ety disorders (Bunmi Olatunji), and brain processes that underlie 
the cognitive and emotional problems experienced by individuals 
who suffer from schizophrenia (Sohee Park). 
Many faculty and students have a high level of expertise in 
neuroimaging techniques such as functional magnetic resonance 
imaging (fMRI). For example, Associate Professor of Psychology 
Frank Tong has shown that fMRI can be used to decode very subtle 
differences in perceptual experience. In another recent collabora-
tion, René Marois, associate professor of psychology, and Owen 
Jones, professor of law and of biological sciences, used fMRI to 
understand how the brain thinks about crime and punishment. 
Jeffrey D. Schall, the E. Bronson Ingram Professor of Neuroscience, 
joined the pair for additional studies assessing whether criminals 
have a distinct pattern of brain dysfunction that may predispose 
them to lives of crime. 
Schall says the level of collaborative research spanning 
Vanderbilt’s different schools and colleges is unique. He notes that 
the university’s interdisciplinary Center for Integrative Health, 
Kennedy Center and Vanderbilt Vision Research Center are critical 
elements for sparking this level of cross-departmental research. 
“There are very low barriers to accomplishing interdisciplinary work,” 
Schall says. “We can credit the administration for creating discovery 
Behavior and the Brain
Psychology department strengths lead to national recognition and discovery.
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Tomarken
grants and other mechanisms that allow us to explore fresh ideas 
with new people. The degree of collegiality here creates an environ-
ment where it’s much smoother.”
But even within the department itself, collaboration is unique 
in that it often joins researchers from within the three disciplines 
who may also bring different research expertise. Tomarken points to 
work being conducted by Schall, Tom Palmeri and Gordon Logan 
as a prime example. 
Schall is well-known for his work in the neural basis for 
response inhibition, while Associate Professor Palmeri is a rec-
ognized expert in the mathematical modeling of behavior. Logan, 
Centennial Professor of Psychology, has long studied cognitive 
control (the mental processes that control thoughts and behavior) 
and more than 20 years ago, developed a highly influential theo-
retical model known as the race model (as in stop and go, like in a 
race). Widely accepted, the race model is used to explain cognitive 
problems in people with obsessive-compulsive disorder, schizophre-
nia and Parkinson’s disease. 
Recently a team comprised of Logan, Schall, Palmeri and 
Research Associate Leanne Boucher explored how the theoretical 
model Logan developed is implemented by the brain. Together, 
their work provided a new dimension to long-held beliefs in psy-
chology and new methods for exploring the brain’s influence  
on activities. 
Collegial in and Out of the Classroom
Though the psychology department boasts some of the eminent 
researchers in the field, it doesn’t mean they are ensconced away in 
labs, Tomarken notes. “Our big names teach undergrads and do so 
with a high degree of commitment,” he says.
Graduate students, too, interact with the big names, with an 
expectation that they will work in labs and coauthor research with 
some of the luminaries. “Our program is based on getting students 
to learn how to do the things very early on that they’ll have to do to 
function as independent scientists,” Tomarken says. “We expect them 
to be continuously involved in research. They give talks. They publish.”
That, says Jenn Richler, a graduate student working in the clinical 
area, first drew her to the university. “But I was ultimately convinced 
to come here by the warm reception I received during recruitment 
weekend. That highlighted not only the great research going on, but 
the overall attitude in the department. Not all departments have a mix 
of people as friendly and eager to work collaboratively.”
Peiyan Wong, a doctoral candidate working in the neuroscience 
areas, agreed. “It’s not so much of a sink-or-swim thing. It’s guided 
swimming. I like the fact that psychology is a pretty open depart-
ment. You get interactions not just at your own lab, but with other 
students as well. You get to learn about different fields of research. It 
gives you a different perspective.”
That feeling carries into the faculty realm, says David Zald, asso-
ciate professor and director of the undergraduate studies program. 
“The one thing I still find really distinguishes this department is the 
extent to which the faculty are accessible to the students. Students 
who want to join labs can do that with a level of ease, and there’s an 
expectation of that possibility,” he says. “Having a good professor 
teach a course is always beneficial. But many of those same courses 
you could take at another university, and a lot of the material cov-
ered would be similar. Here there’s the potential for learning outside 
the classroom, and we just do a really good job of getting students 
to have those opportunities.”
the department of Psychology in the College of arts and 
science emphasizes research on adult psychological function-
ing. Clinical psychology studies human personality, emotion, 
abnormal behavior and therapeutic treatments. Cognition and 
cognitive neuroscience examine fundamental problems in 
perception, attention, memory, thinking and problem solving. 
neuroscience studies the structure and function of the brain 
and how nerve cells process information, mediate decisions 
and control motor actions.
Cross-campus collaborators Owen Jones and René Marois Tom Palmeri, Leanne Boucher, Jeffrey Schall and Gordon Logan 
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greatmINdS  by Miron KliMKowsKi, Class of 2010 
had a brilliant research project, one that I was sure would 
make an impact on people’s lives and the environment.  
The project was part of the Vanderbilt Undergraduate Summer 
Research Program (VUSRP), a research opportunity that affords 
students the opportunity to partner with a faculty mentor in a 
field of study. Political Science Associate Professor Brooke Ackerly, 
with whom I worked on an independent study in fall 2008, recom-
mended that I apply, and she served as my project mentor.
Through VUSRP, I was able to combine my political science and 
human and organizational development interests in researching 
the feasibility of a nonprofit organization that might direct carbon 
offsets toward the improvement of energy efficiency in low-income 
housing in Nashville. 
Carbon offsets have been in the news a lot this year. Simply put, 
carbon offsets are ways to compensate for carbon emissions. Let’s 
say a company emits a certain amount of carbon. To counteract the 
effects of those emissions, the company can pay an organization to 
decrease emissions in another way, thereby negating the effects of 
the company’s emissions. This is a method of meeting emissions 
restrictions in areas where cap-and-trade programs are in effect. 
The United States currently has no federal cap-and-trade program, 
so the offset market here is primarily voluntary, suggesting that 
people and corporations are interested in purchasing carbon offsets 
for philanthropic reasons, not just financial. 
The nonprofit organization would serve as a marketplace where 
individuals could purchase carbon offsets. Then the proceeds 
from these offsets would be used to weatherize low-income homes, 
thereby decreasing energy bills for low-income individuals, increas-
ing their real income and lowering the carbon footprint of the city 
of Nashville. 
Professor Michael Vandenbergh of the Vanderbilt Law School 
and Professor Ackerly developed this idea for encouraging emissions 
reductions. I thought it was brilliant—everyone wins. Poorer people, 
Already through my statistical analysis, I was able to confirm 
and discount some hypotheses I developed from my reading. I had 
thought that the higher the median income of a congressional dis-
trict, the more likely that district would vote against the bill. There 
was, however, no correlation. Yet by examining different variables, 
I found that there was a very statistically significant correlation 
between the amount of emissions in a given state and the vote of 
its representative on the recent Waxman-Markey Bill. Basically, for 
every thousand metric tons of carbon dioxide emitted in a state, the 
odds of voting in favor of the bill went down 0.1 percent. 
I also found that something as simple as quiet, focused thinking 
was incredibly crucial, particularly when carrying out study in social 
science. If you’ve ever taken the History of World War II with Profes-
sor Michael Bess, Chancellor’s Professor of History, then you’ve heard 
the story of Leó Szilárd, the famous physicist who developed the idea 
of a nuclear chain reaction. He often worked out great problems while 
thinking in the bathtub. He just sat there and thought. 
I realized at some point that I wasn’t spending enough time in 
my bathtub (figuratively speaking). You can read all the material 
you want—but if you’re not thinking about how all of the pieces of 
the puzzle fit together, you’re nowhere. 
I have already learned so much through VUSRP. Not just on the 
subject of my research, but also about how research is carried out. I 
am fortunate to work with Professor Ackerly, a pre-eminent politi-
cal scientist who also invests her time and energy in my personal 
development as an academic researcher. She genuinely cares about 
my progress. VUSRP provides the opportunity for students to 
develop such relationships with professors—and that experience is 
just as valuable as the actual research. I’ve also discovered that pro-
fessors are always looking for help with their work, no matter their 
discipline. VUSRP is not the only way to get involved in research at 
Vanderbilt. Getting plugged into the work is as simple as asking.
Moreover, my summer research has also helped me appreciate 
Vanderbilt more. The work I am doing involves different disciplines 
such as statistics or communications. Other professors and students 
collaborated with me—like Professor of Education John Braxton 
from Peabody, who helped me figure out the correct statistical tests 
for my work. Another undergraduate researcher, Zach Stearns, 
helped me understand statistical output correctly. The Vanderbilt 
Community Creed lists scholarship as its first value. I experienced 
this partnership of learning firsthand through the people with 
whom I worked. 
It’s been said that Thomas Edison tried thousands of times 
before successfully developing the light bulb. He didn’t consider 
those attempts failures: He saw each as a hypothesis tested and 
eliminated, pointing the way to the solution. Edison, you see, was a 
researcher. I am one, too. 
Miron Klimkowski is a senior political science and human and organi-
zational development major from Memphis, Tenn. He hopes to work 
in the nonprofit sector after graduation.
Are You Sure Thomas Edison  
Did It This Way?
You can read all the material you 
want—but if you’re not thinking about 
how all of the pieces of the puzzle fit 
together, you’re nowhere. 
who spend more income proportionately on energy than do wealthier 
people, save money and Nashville emits less carbon dioxide. 
Then as I began researching the feasibility of the program, 
reviewing literature about offsets and meeting with people in the 
field, I hit a wall.  
The cost to offset one ton of carbon emissions is between $5 
and $30. The average carbon dioxide emissions of a U.S. household 
per year are about 19 metric tons of CO2. So even if the average 
household decided to offset all of its emissions, at $10 per offset, the 
revenues generated would be only about $190 each. To renovate 
one low-income household to be energy efficient and save 19 metric 
tons of CO2 itself would cost substantially more than $190.
I couldn’t reconcile the discrepancy in revenues generated 
per ton of carbon and the cost these methods would entail. As a 
researcher, I was quite discouraged, not only by the dismal findings, 
but also about my work for the rest of the summer. 
I was very lucky to have a mentor like Professor Ackerly. She 
helped me see that that research is not a linear activity. It takes a 
lot of trial and error. It takes a lot of persistence. When you hit a 
wall, you try to dig your way under that wall. If you can’t find a way 
around that wall, go in a different direction. That’s the nature of 
research. That’s the way progress is made. 
And that’s what I did. With Professor Ackerly’s support and 
encouragement, I adapted my research project to take a new direc-
tion, one that corresponded with environmental legislation mov-
ing through Congress this summer (the Waxman-Markey Bill). I 
started compiling media reports on climate news to examine how 
different media outlets portray it. 
After I compile all my data, I will run it through a program called 
Atlas.ti. The program carries out quantitative analysis of qualita-
tive data like news documents so that I can find trends in how the 
media responds to White House environmental press releases, how 
different outlets vary in their reporting and how environmental 
challenges are conveyed in different outlets. 
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Making Mosquitoes 
Buzz Off
NExt tImE you’rE bothErEd 
by moSquItoES, try gIvINg  
thEm thE Cold ShouldEr—
lItErally.  Senior Research Associate 
Guirong Wang will test his theory that 
mosquitoes are attracted by humans’ 
warmblooded heat with the help of a 
$100,000 Grand Challenges Exploration 
grant awarded by the Bill and Melinda 
Gates Foundation. Wang is working to find 
molecules that interfere with the mosquito’s 
heat-detection capability. If successful, the 
research may be in line for further funding 
from the Gates Foundation. Wang is part of 
Professor of Biological Sciences Laurence 
Zwiebel’s team investigating the mosquito’s 
sense of smell with support from a major 
grant from the foundation. The project’s 
ultimate goal is eradicating malaria. 
(Ful)Bright Ideas
ImagES of brazIl CoNjurE  
up thE Samba aNd CarNIval. 
Marshall Eakin, professor of history, will 
use his recently won Fulbright-Hays 
Faculty Research Abroad Fellowship to 
study the formation of Brazilian national 
identity in the 20th century. “I am looking 
at Brazilian national identity to see how it is 
that the peoples of Brazil come to identify 
with a common set of  
BrIeFs
Don’t Handle 
With Care
IN a world whErE 
SomE ItEmS—SuvS, 
houSES, thE SIzE of 
thE NatIoNal dEbt—
SEEm to bE growINg 
at aN alarmINg paCE, 
Arts and Science physicists 
have their eyes trained on 
particles so tiny they make 
atoms look elephantine. 
Nanotechnology is the 
study of these tiny particles—
specifically those that meas-
ure 100 nanometers. (Before 
you ask, a nanometer is one billionth of a 
meter.) Uses for nanotechnology range from 
innovations in medicine to energy produc-
tion and electronics.
Assistant Professor of Physics James 
“Jay” Dickerson heads a team of research-
ers developing a durable nanoparticle 
film. Nanoparticle films could be used in 
semiconductor fabrication, drug delivery 
systems, and even flexible television and 
computer displays. The problem is that the 
film is quite delicate and has been known to 
disintegrate at the slightest touch.
To combat the delicate nature of the film, 
scientists use polymers to strengthen them, 
but this complicates the process and makes 
the film more expensive.
Now Dickerson and his colleagues have 
created freestanding nanoparticle film with-
out the additional polymers. The key is the 
inclusion of a sacrificial layer that is used 
to initially bind the particles, but is then 
dissolved. Their findings were published 
recently in a paper in the journal Chemical 
Communications. 
“Our films are so resilient that we can 
pick them up with a pair of tweezers and 
move them around on a surface without 
tearing,” Dickerson says. “This makes it 
particularly easy to put them into micro-
electronic devices, such as computer chips.”
One application for the nanoparticle film 
might be flexible television screens. These 
ultrathin, ultraflexible screens could be 
folded and bent repeatedly without crack-
ing or breaking. You could literally carry 
a television around in your pocket, take it 
out to watch your favorite show and then 
fold it up and put it away. Flexible computer 
screens are in the works as well. Beyond the 
cool factor is that electronics made with this 
technology will use less energy.
The paper was coauthored by graduate  
student Saad A. Hasan and Dustin W. 
Kavich, PhD’08. 
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(continued opposite)
Dickerson and Hasan
BrIeFs  
symbols that are now widely perceived 
to be essential to Brazilian identity—soc-
cer for example,” he says. Eakin will be in 
Brazil until August 2010 (with visits back 
to nashville) as he researches and writes 
Becoming Brazilians: The Making of a 
Nation and a People, 1930–1992. 
Edward H. Friedman, Chancellor’s Pro-
fessor of Spanish and director of the Rob-
ert Penn Warren Center for the Humanities, 
has also been awarded a Fulbright-Hays 
Faculty Research Abroad Fellowship, his in 
the area of American literature and cultural 
studies. He’ll research Spanish literature 
while teaching classes at the university of 
Madrid on u.S. culture. Friedman says he is 
especially looking forward to the challenge 
of reversing his usual practice of teaching 
Spanish literature to speakers of English. 
Corporate Music  
Gets Bad rap
oNly StarvINg artIStS aNd 
SoNgwrItErS CaN produCE 
grEat muSIC, rIght? not so, 
say Jennifer Lena, assistant professor of 
sociology, and Richard “Pete” Peterson, 
professor of sociology, emeritus. The 
American Sociological Review published 
their findings regarding the development 
of 20th century music genres in the united 
States. Their study of more than 60 types 
of music found that two-thirds originated 
in an avant-garde genre (a few individuals 
seeking to make music that is different) and 
the rest originated as part of a scene (a 
supportive community) or industry-based 
genre (created by corporations). Lena and 
Peterson say the discovery that some new 
music originated in industry genres was 
a surprise because conventional wisdom 
is that record companies cannot produce 
innovative music. 
It StartS wIth a tICklE IN your 
NoSE. Maybe a little discomfort at the 
back of the throat. You try to imagine it’s 
not there. You hold it in as long as you can 
and then…ACHOO!
Yep, you have a cold.
But what kind of cold? The symptoms 
for colds—or respiratory infections—caused 
by bacteria are nearly identical to those 
caused by viruses. That leads to the over-
prescription of antibiotics, which don’t work 
for viral infections. In turn, that leads to 
more antibiotic-resistant strains. Problem 
is, it’s hard for doctors to tell which respira-
tory infection is which.
Until now.
Two Vanderbilt scientists, David Wright, 
associate professor of chemistry, and Rick 
Haselton, professor of biomedical engineer-
ing, teamed up to develop a respiratory 
virus detector that can sniff out an infection 
in its earliest stages. Not only that, the test 
only takes a few minutes to return and can 
be performed right in your doctor’s office. 
The two wrote about their findings in 
The Analyst, a journal published by the 
Royal Society of Chemistry. They report 
that their method, which uses DNA hair-
pins attached to gold filaments, can detect 
the virus that is one of the leading causes of 
respiratory infections in infants and young 
children at much lower levels than current 
tests. Also, tests being used today require 
that patient samples be sent to outside 
laboratories. During busy seasons, results 
can take a day or more to return. Because 
respiratory viruses multiply so rapidly, the 
diagnosis may be too late for antiviral drugs 
to work. 
“Our system could easily be packaged 
in a disposable device about the size of a 
ballpoint pen,” Wright says. To perform the 
test, you simply pull off a cap that exposes 
a length of gold wire, dip the wire into the 
sample, pull the wire through the device 
and put the exposed wire into a fluorescence 
scanner. If it lights up, the virus is present. 
While the research is promising, it won’t 
be at your doctor’s office any time soon. The 
researchers are still investigating sample 
preparation kits and ways to reduce false 
positives. 
Nothing to Sneeze At
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Passion has launched thousands of books, paintings, movies and songs. But a number of 
College of Arts and Science alumni are proof that 
passion ignites successful careers as well. 
“Passion brings laser focus to things,” says Cindy Funk, 
director of Vanderbilt’s Career Center. “When you’re at a 
university like Vanderbilt with a strong College of Arts and 
Science, it provides the opportunity to explore things you’re 
passionate about. Those things can very well lead nicely to a 
career, though most people don’t think of it that way.”
Some people know from day one what they love and how 
that will parlay into a career. Others find the way by realizing 
an interest in a topic and thirsting to learn more. Regardless 
of how they arrived, though, the path to career fulfillment 
comes by following their passions.
Interests Point The Way
For Vanderbilt Associate Professor Vanessa Beasley, BA’88, 
the pursuit of what she loved eventually forced her into the 
right profession, a career she only found through coursework. 
“I really wanted to be somewhere where there was an excel-
lent liberal arts education. That’s what I was encouraged to do 
by my mentors in high school. I wanted to read the classics 
and be exposed to many different ways of thinking,” she says 
of her choice to enroll in the College of Arts and Science. 
So she read the classics and also took an introductory 
course in communication studies. Influenced by the times—
Ronald Reagan was president and there was much discussion 
about his use of visual imagery to accentuate his speeches—
Beasley combined her interest in politics and communication 
with the school’s interdisciplinary studies major in commu-
nication studies. As she neared graduation, she realized she 
didn’t want to put her passions aside for a job. “I could not 
imagine getting to that point and never thinking about those 
things again,” Beasley says. She pursued a master’s degree and 
then a doctorate, though her career path was not clear. 
“When I was writing my dissertation, I wasn’t completely 
sure I would go into academia. I wrote a sentence and 
thought, ‘Nobody else knows this,’” she says. “That was when 
I realized, ‘I do have to be a professor.’”
After teaching in other universities and publishing two 
books on presidential rhetoric, Beasley returned to her alma 
mater in 2007 as an associate professor in communication 
studies. The teacher-scholar reminds students of the serendip-
ity of success that came by studying what she loved. “That’s 
part of my goal, to encourage them to take this opportunity 
that they may not have again in their lives, to just think about 
something for the sake of thinking of it,” she says.
Beasley in class, with her students
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Passion 
W i n s  O u t
Studying what they love is the path to career  
success for Arts and Science alumni.
by Sandy Smith
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Intense Focus, broad background
Unlike Beasley, Buster Olney, BA’88, came to Vanderbilt 
knowing exactly what he wanted to be: a sports writer. Rather 
than attending a journalism school, he selected the College of 
Arts and Science. “I thought the broader education was more 
valuable. What you might have gotten at J-school, you’ll learn 
through experience anyway,” he says.
Olney majored in history because of its intense focus on 
writing as part of the coursework and because he had always 
loved the topic. What he found after graduation, though, was 
that his knowledge of history enhanced his sports-writing 
career. He wrote for a variety of newspapers before joining 
The New York Times, where he was twice nominated for the 
Pulitzer Prize award for writing. He moved to ESPN: The 
Magazine as senior writer in 2003 and is also an analyst for 
ESPN’s Baseball Tonight.
“Just think about not being limited to knowledge about 
sports,” Olney says of his liberal arts education. He says that 
his understanding of U.S./Cuban relations and the law around 
defection was invaluable when the Yankees signed Orlando 
Hernandez—a Cuban defector—in 1998. “The classes I took 
helped me more broadly than it would have been if I’d been 
completely focused on sports writing,” he says. 
literature to Politics to Finance
Jennifer Scully-Lerner, 
BA’92, majored in 
English in the College 
of Arts and Science 
because literature 
interested her and 
would provide a good 
foundation for politics 
and law school. “I 
didn’t know if I was 
going to practice law, 
but I knew that I was 
going to go to law 
school and somehow 
intertwine that with 
my passion for politics,” 
says Scully-Lerner, today a vice president in private wealth 
management at Goldman Sachs, the global investment bank-
ing and securities firm. Law school never happened. Upon 
graduating from the College of Arts and Science, she worked 
on the 1992 presidential campaign and then took a job in the 
Clinton-Gore administration. “One of the first things I did 
was work with the White House Office of Business Liaison. 
That was the first touch point with the business world,” she 
says. That draw to business expanded when she was men-
tored by people with finance backgrounds, including Robert 
Rubin, secretary of the Treasury 1995–1999, and Jim Harmon, 
former president of the Export-Import Bank.
“These mentors really encouraged me to pursue a career 
in business. They basically said ‘you don’t need to have a 
business background,’” Scully-Lerner says. “They thought a 
business degree was more flexible for me than a law degree.”
“I truly had never taken econ or statistics or accounting, 
nothing, but I was well-read, and I knew how to write, so 
those skills worked to impress people,” she says. “So I took 
the GMATs and started business school cold. I didn’t know 
“…mentors really encouraged 
me to pursue a career in 
business. They basically said 
‘you don’t need to have a 
business background.’”
—Jennifer scully-lerner, ba’92
Olney
Scully-Lerner
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the vocabulary, I did not know the difference between a stock 
and a bond, I knew nothing about any of it.” After receiv-
ing her MBA from Columbia Business School, she joined 
Goldman Sachs, where she runs a team that manages over a 
billion and a half dollars in assets for families and founda-
tions. She also reports to the firm’s management team in her 
role as co-head of Goldman Sachs’ Women’s Network, which 
deals with issues and programs for women at the firm. 
“It was my undergraduate degree that opened up all 
these doors for me, and then mentors that said ‘work at this, 
pursue this,’” Scully-Lerner says. “I always am communicat-
ing and writing for people, and doing reports. In my case, 
knowing how to communicate and express myself was the 
key to it all.”
liberal arts Prepared for business
Stuart Sikes, BA’86, says he spent 
nearly 20 years of his career attempt-
ing to satisfy a longing to be more 
creative. After graduating with a 
degree in economics, Sikes worked 
with technology companies in design-
ing technical service, software and 
hardware solutions. Today Sikes heads 
up the Dallas-based market research 
firm Parks Associates. “The primary 
way that I like to create is through writing. By accident, I’ve 
landed in a position that requires me to write,” the company 
president says.
In college, love of writing was enhanced by courses in 
English and history that came naturally, while math and sci-
ence were a struggle. If he had it to do over again, Sikes says 
he might pursue a degree in philosophy, believing that also 
would have prepared him well for a business career. 
“The skills learned at Vanderbilt that served me best are 
critical thinking and communicating,” Sikes says. “I will 
advise my children to find something they’re passionate 
about and pursue that with great fervor.”
“I will advise my children to find 
something they’re passionate 
about and pursue that with 
great fervor.”
—stuart sikes, ba’86
Alumni Provide Examples and  
Opportunities for Students
CurrENt StudENtS lEarN a lot whEN alumNI  
SharE about thE pathS thEy took from thEIr 
dEgrEES to thEIr CarEErS,  Vanderbilt career center Director 
cindy Funk believes. consequently she’s redesigned the career center to  
better leverage the network between alumni and current students. 
The center has created the Vanderbilt Intern and Professional (VIP)  
network, which Funk envisions eventually will be a board for jobs that 
alumni hear about—whether they are the person hiring or not—for which  
a Vanderbilt student might be qualified. 
The career center, which has reorganized operations to focus on 
coaching students by career clusters regardless of their majors, also 
recently began video conferences between alumni and a small group of 
students. “This is where they create that network,” Funk says. “We try to 
piggyback where the faculty will refer them here, and we’ll put students in 
a room where there’s an intimate connection that can happen.” Funk also 
hopes to make better use of those networking opportunities when alumni 
come on campus to speak to classes. 
a more aggressive program internship, Vandy on madison avenue, was 
the brainchild of Dan lovinger, a 1987 economics graduate and senior 
vice president of advertising sales for mTV networks. lovinger worked 
with Funk to develop the new program, which placed a dozen Vanderbilt 
students in internships in the media, advertising and marketing industries  
in new York in the summer of 2009. 
In nYc, those industries had gotten “homogenous in terms of how we 
recruit and where we recruit from,” lovinger says. “knowing what I know 
about the caliber of the Vanderbilt student, the way I feel they can handle 
themselves in business and social situations, I thought we needed to 
establish a better pipeline to Vanderbilt. The only way I knew how to do it 
was in a hands-on way.” 
 —Sandy Smith
Sikes
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a job at Turner Networks in sales. That was the right fit. As 
the cable industry grew, so did Lovinger’s responsibilities and 
achievements. He currently is senior vice president of adver-
tising sales for MTV Networks, one of the largest divisions of 
the multimedia conglomerate. 
 “When I’m in a situation that seems new, whether it’s 
through my liberal arts education, or my diverse business 
background, I feel like I’ve seen it before,” Lovinger says. 
“When people ask for career advice—and academic advice 
translates—I say, ‘You may not know specifically why you’re 
going from point A to point B, why you’re taking psychology 
with economics and speech and debate. When you start con-
necting the dots, you form a cool picture. If you try and take 
it too literally, you’ll miss a lot of opportunity.’” 
Finding a niche Within Diversity
Like Lovinger, Mary Costa, BA’05, found her niche within 
the diversity of the College of Arts and Science. She thought 
she’d be premed, but it was a poor fit and her grades reflected 
it. She declared a major in economics, but enjoyed theater 
history classes. A summer internship at a boutique arts and 
culture advertising firm helped her develop an interdisciplin-
ary studies major, combining economics and theater history 
in preparation for a career in arts administration. 
 “After developing my interdisciplinary major, I continued 
to become more involved in what I loved both in and out of 
the classroom. I saw the practical side of being able to use 
professionally what I was learning, and my GPA continued 
to climb,” Costa says. “I also had the wonderful opportunity 
of holding leadership roles within Vanderbilt’s Great Perfor-
mances series, which allowed me to immediately apply my 
studies for tangible results.”
Finding an area of study that she loved—creating her own 
path by combining the two—led quickly to a climb up the 
career ladder. She is currently assistant director of marketing at 
New York’s prestigious Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts.
“What’s made me successful is I love what I do,” Costa says. 
“I don’t come to work looking for the next vacation or the 
next day off. Find something that you love. It will make your 
life better.”
creativity and Risk-taking Win every Time
Marcia Kemp Sterling’s bachelor’s degree in French was the 
epitome of pursuing what one loves, as she did not intend 
to parlay it into any form of career. She intended to make 
her profession that of a wife and mother. When life did not 
work out as expected, Sterling, BA’65, earned a law degree at 
Stanford University. Her undergraduate study of a topic she 
loved, she believes, helped open the doors to a top law school 
and offered her valuable insight when she became a partner 
in Silicon Valley’s largest law firm.
 “There are many law students that we hired at the firm 
with good grades from good schools, who, for the first two 
years as associates, did great jobs and were tremendously 
dutiful,” she says. “By the time they started to get towards 
partnership, though, many didn’t have the qualities of cre-
ativity or willingness to take risks or the strength to succeed.”
Dan Lovinger, BA’87, certainly took risks, beginning with 
abandoning his planned major of English for economics. It 
was during a semester abroad program in London that the 
pieces of the puzzle began to fit together. “It exposed me to 
the world of international business,” he says. “To me, there 
was something there I knew I wanted to pursue.”
He later returned to England to attend the London School 
of Economics and realized that one of the United States’ big-
gest exports was entertainment. Lovinger thought he might 
become an analyst specializing in entertainment, but found 
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Mountains Beyond Mountains: The Quest of  
Dr. Paul Farmer by Tracy kidder
Science Journal articles 
 —Deepa Subbi Joshi, junior, medicine, health 
and society 
Relics of Eden: The Powerful Evidence of Evo-
lution in Human DNA by Daniel J. Fairbanks 
Evolution: What the Fossils Say and Why It 
Matters by Donald R. Prothero
The Concept of the Gene in Development and 
Evolution by Peter beurton, et. al., eds.,
Autonomy in Jewish Philosophy 
by kenneth seeskin
De Usu Partium by Galen, translated 
by margaret Tallmadge may 
The Seven Books of Paulus Aegineta, trans-
lated  
by Francis adams
The Song of Songs (and its arabic & hebrew 
commentaries)
TLS (Times Literary Supplement, london)
Review of Metaphysics
History of Philosophy Quarterly, etc.
—Lenn E. Goodman, Andrew W. Mellon 
Professor in the Humanities and professor 
of philosophy 
Uncommon: Finding Your 
Path to Significance by Tony 
Dungy
The Blind Side by michael 
lewis
Meat Market by bruce 
Feldman 
Sports Illustrated
—Daniel Powers, senior, 
neuroscience
The Wings of the Dove 
by henry James
Sex, Drugs, and Cocoa Puffs 
by chuck klosterman 
buster olney’s baseball blog on esPn
nYmag.com’s Daily Intel blog
—Kat Miller, senior, economics
The Next 100 Years: A Forecast for the  
21st Century by george Friedman 
Democracy Incorporated by sheldon s. Wolin
The Long Emergency by James howard 
kunstler (a re-read)
kunstler.com
peaksurfer.blogspot.com
energybulletin.net
—Pam Jones, editorial assistant, mathematics
USA Today 
The Bourne Supremacy by Robert ludlum 
The Testament by John grisham
—Patrick Benoist, senior, economics
openBook
Junior interdisciplinary studies major 
Tommy Obenchain recently finished 
reading several books, among them 
south: The endurance experience by 
Ernest Shackleton. 
His other reading material: 
business stripped bare by Richard 
Branson 
Ruinair by Paul Kilduff
understand my muslim People 
by Abraham Sarker
The Prodigal god by Timothy Keller
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The mix of written material that Arts and Science 
people read is always intriguing. Here’s what some 
of them have been reading for study and pleasure.
4
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James Dickerson, assistant professor of 
physics, has been awarded a new, three-year 
research grant of more than $360,000 from the 
Office of Naval Research.
Marshall Eakin, professor of history, has been 
appointed director of the Ingram Scholars Program. 
John Geer, Distinguished Professor of 
Political Science, has been invited by 
Harvard’s Shorenstein Center on the 
Press, Politics and Public Policy to spend 
fall 2009 as a fellow of the center. 
Bill Ivey, director of the Curb Center for Art, Enter-
prise and Public Policy, was honored with the Music 
for Life award given by NAMM, the trade association 
of the international music products industry. The 
award is the highest honor that NAMM bestows and 
recognizes extraordinary contributions to the mission 
of creating more active music makers.
Professor of Political Science David Lewis’ The 
Politics of Presidential Appointments has won the 
2009 Richard E. Neustadt Award, given by the 
American Political Science Association for the best 
book on the U.S. presidency published during the 
previous year.
Scrivere la pittura: La ‘funzione Longhi’ nella let-
teratura italiana by Andrea Mirabile, professor of 
Italian, has been published by Angelo Longo Editore.
Jesse Peterson, assistant professor of math-
ematics, has won a $50,000 research fellowship 
from the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation aimed at 
encouraging promising young scholars. He is one 
of 118 researchers in physics, chemistry, computer 
science, mathematics, neuroscience and econom-
ics chosen at the early stages of their careers 
because of their “exceptional promise to contribute 
to the advancement of knowledge.”
Carol Swain, professor of political science and 
law, has been reappointed to the Tennessee Advi-
sory Committee of the United States Commission 
on Civil Rights. 
Robert B. Talisse, associate professor of philoso-
phy, will be a visiting scholar at the Graduate Center 
of the City University of New York for 2009–2010. 
Cecelia Tichi, William R. Kenan Jr. Professor of 
English, is this year’s 
Hubbell Medal winner. 
This lifetime achieve-
ment award is given by 
the American Literature 
Section of the Modern 
Language Associa-
tion for significantly 
advancing the study of 
American literature.
ANDthEawardgoESto
Make a gift to Vanderbilt online—www.vanderbilt.edu/givenow. Questions—Jonathan Petty, jonathan.petty@vanderbilt.edu, (615) 322-8119.
A scholarship gift  
is the gift of opportunity… 
It was scholarship support that gave Katrice Peterson the opportunity to attend Vanderbilt’s 
College of Arts and Science. With a major in classical studies, a full class schedule, campus 
leadership roles and community service, she made the most of her Vanderbilt experience. 
Just graduated, she’s now in law school, on the way to endless new possibilities.
“My scholarship reminded me every day at Vanderbilt that there were alumni who believed 
in what I could accomplish and were willing to take a chance on me reaching my goals,”  
she says. “You don’t forget that kind of generosity.”
With a scholarship gift, you give other exceptional young women and men the opportunity  
to learn, discover and achieve at Vanderbilt.
Opportunity Vanderbilt supports the university’s commitment to replace need-based  
undergraduate student loans with grants and scholarships, with a goal of $100 million  
in gifts for scholarship endowment.
Photo by Vanderbilt Creative Services
OpportunityVanderbilt
Katrice Peterson, BA’09
Sue Sugg Piant Scholarship
Vanderbilt’s new online community, VUconnect,
gets you connected across the country and around
the world with alumni, students and friends.
With VUconnect, you can. . .
• share your latest news
• find old friends and classmates
• build networking relationships
• get/share career advice
• locate a VU chapter that’s near you
• sign up for events
www.vuconnect.com
Sign up
to be a
Career
Advisor
when yo
u regis
ter
for VU
connect
!
James Dickerson
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Four College of Arts and Science faculty members 
were honored with university-wide awards for 
teaching excellence and service. Tiffany Tung, 
assistant professor of anthropology, received the 
Madison Sarratt Prize for Excellence in Undergradu-
ate Teaching. John Geer, Distinguished Professor 
of Political Science, was awarded the Ellen Gregg 
Ingalls Award for Excellence in Classroom Teaching. 
The Joe B. Wyatt Distinguished University Professor 
Award to honor faculty whose contributions span 
multiple academic disciplines was given to Dana 
Nelson, the Gertrude Conaway Vanderbilt Profes-
sor of English. The Alexander Heard Distinguished 
Service Professor Award was given to C. Neal 
Tate, professor and chair of political science and 
professor of law (see story on Tate on page 4).
At the fall faculty assembly, David A. Weintraub, 
professor of astronomy, received the university’s 
Thomas Jefferson Award for distinguished service 
through contributions as a faculty member in the 
councils and government of the university. Individual 
Chancellor’s Awards for Research were presented 
to Yanqin Fan, professor of economics and 
mathematics, and James G. Patton, professor 
of biological sciences. The research team of  
Gordon D. Logan, Centennial Professor of 
Psychology, Thomas J. Palmeri, associate 
professor of psychology, and Jeffrey D. Schall, 
E. Bronson Ingram Professor of Neuroscience,  
was also honored with the Chancellor’s Award  
for Research.
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Heidi Ueberroth, BA’87, is in a hurry but generous with her time as she catches her 
breath in the New York City offices of the 
National Basketball Association.
She has things to do. “You’re catching me before a big 
trip to China,” she says. “It’s an incredible NBA market.”
Hopping a plane to the world’s largest country is 
hardly unusual for the English major whose busi-
ness savvy and drive have propelled her to president 
of global marketing partnerships and international 
business operations for the NBA. 
China is both her top market and top success story. “The first 
statistic is there are 300 million people who play basketball in China. 
When you think of that number, and that it’s larger than the entire 
U.S. population, you understand,” she says.
Ueberroth herself is a top success story. A native Californian, she 
earned a bachelor’s degree in English from the College of Arts and 
Science. She says she chose Vanderbilt, in part, because her parents 
encouraged their kids to be “outside the laundry drop.”
In other words, they teased that they didn’t want her close enough 
to bring her laundry home each week to Encino, Calif. “They feel that 
living away from home can be part of the benefit of a college educa-
tion. It’s a view I share,” Ueberroth says. In addition to attending a 
university the caliber of Vanderbilt as far as education, it was impor-
tant for her to experience another part of the country. “I had never 
been to Nashville or visited much of the South. I really enjoyed living 
there,” she says. “I am also incredibly proud of my nephew, Nick 
Booth, a junior in the College of Arts and Science, who also grew up 
in California and saw the university as his top pick.”
While Ueberroth works hand in hand with local federations, 
national teams and youth programs worldwide, China will always 
be special. 
“China is the No. 1 market outside the United States. It is a good 
place to look at all the basketball events and business opportunities,” 
the NBA executive says.
Ueberroth’s six trips to China each year will likely diminish to 
three or four since some responsibilities now fall on the organiza-
tion’s new entity, NBA China. That doesn’t mean she’ll stay home. 
It just means more time to explore NBA opportunities in Europe, 
Africa, India, Mexico, Japan and the rest of the world.
Passion for Sports, Travel and Business
This lifestyle was nurtured in Encino, where her dad, Peter Ueber-
roth—1984 Olympic executive, baseball commissioner and operator 
of a worldwide travel firm—helped her learn about sports, travel 
and business.
“I was very fortunate that I was able to travel a lot when I was 
young,” she says. “I always knew I was just fascinated by and loved 
learning about other cultures. I thought that for me, travel would be 
a perfect part of my career.”
After graduation in 1987, she went to Paris to work for Ohlmeyer 
Communications, which led her to ESPN and other sports enter-
tainment work. While at ESPN, she heard the NBA was looking for 
someone to sell international TV rights.
It intrigued her. “I knew that basketball was played in a lot of 
countries,” she says. “I thought about all of the possibilities and 
could see the growth on television and sports channels.”
After getting that job in 1994, she quickly realized the NBA had 
the right programming for international consumption. “Basketball 
is a global game. It’s also been an Olympic sport since 1936,” she 
notes. “There’s a long history of international competitions.”
It was simply a matter of the media catching up to the popularity, 
she says, and marketing the NBA as the ultimate league, drawing 
the best players from around the world. 
And it does. Ueberroth says that 76 international players from 
32 different countries played in the league in the 2008–09 season. 
Eight international players were in the finals pitting the Los Angeles 
Lakers against the Orlando Magic—a series shown in 215 countries 
and in 42 different languages.
Thinking back to her college days, Ueberroth says choosing liberal 
arts over business worked out well. “It deepened the curiosity for 
different cultures. A liberal arts education can emphasize that,” she 
reflects. “Being an English major is very helpful in business in that it 
provides a strong foundation in communications and writing skills.” 
Ueberroth recently cemented her ties to the College of Arts and 
Science by joining the school’s advisory board of visitors. She’s also 
funding a need-based scholarship for Arts and Science students. “I 
learned a lot during my time at Vanderbilt that I have found helpful 
in the professional world,” she says.
Basketball and Beijing 
Still, when she walked in her cap-and-gown ceremony on Curry 
Field, she probably never dreamed that in 2008 she would be a 
torchbearer on the opening day of the Beijing Olympic Games.
 Serving as a torchbearer was a tribute to her popularity and 
that of her sport in China. “I joined the NBA in September of 1994. 
Within a year or so, I made my first trip to China. I was amazed 
then just how widely spread the game is. And the growth since then 
has been just phenomenal.
“The game has been played in China for over 100 years. Apparently 
the missionaries brought the game there,” she explains. “It is played in 
very rural locations and works well in dense, urban cities.”
While excited that a new partnership is constructing a string of 
NBA-style arenas throughout the land, she’s equally pleased that the 
Chinese government is seeding the game’s future by building half-
courts in 800,000 villages.
“It always starts with the game,” she says. “Grow the game. 
Increase participation. Partner with the right organizations and 
countries. It’s a great game, and the players are so dynamic.”
Her voice is warm as she says, “I do love where this career has 
taken me.” Soon, it’s taking her, not surprisingly, again to China. 
“Basketball is a global game. It’s also been 
an Olympic sport since 1936. There’s a long 
history of international competitions.”
International Impact
That excitement at being in new places continues to fuel her. Living 
in New York—as well as in airplanes and hotels circling the globe—
she remains far removed from the family laundry drop.
At the NBA, Ueberroth has worked to develop a worldwide 
network that explores NBA growth and marketing opportunities.
“We have 13 offices outside the U.S.,” she says. That includes 
four offices in China, where 150 employees help in the mission of 
spreading the gospel of the game. Her job also involves develop-
ing relationships with global business partners like Coca-Cola and 
Adidas to grow the game’s international popularity.
Ueberroth and her staff now are fashioning a campaign to tap 
into India’s mammoth population.
The game’s portability and simplicity are big selling points. “A 
hoop and a ball and you can play on your own,” Ueberroth says. 
“You can play with two people. It’s also played by boys and girls, 
which is something unique to different countries. And it helps to 
emphasize fitness and teamwork.”
   T h e  N B A ’ s International 
  Playmaker
by Tim Ghianni
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TICHI:  Our job as professors and critics is to ask the question—
does the study of the literature of the U.S. and early Britain 
have anything to tell us about our world today? A review of 
literature over time can bring an understanding of the forces 
that lead to the ends of empire.
ENTERLINE: The class also brought the unique opportunity 
to compare texts across traditions. Most university English 
departments divide the study of British and U.S. literature. We 
wanted to have a conversation between ourselves and graduate 
students to see experimentally what we might attain by bridg-
ing that divide.
So what did this across-the-pond look teach you? What did it 
teach the graduate students?
ENTERLINE:  When you work with a peer from another field, 
you shift your frame of reference. Reading outside my field 
provoked new questions for me. Our ultimate goal is to make 
new contributions to a field. To do that, you have to push past 
what’s already known, past comfort zones.
TICHI:  For me, it was like going back to school. I learned what 
I don’t know, which is a whole canon. Team teaching provides 
the opportunity to work across lines of canon, across historical 
moments.
forum by Mardy Fones
It’s one thing to attend a lecture by a colleague talking about 
what she’s working on. It’s another to spend a semester in the 
presence of a colleague and graduate students and engage in an 
interchange, in different yet complementary turns. 
ENTERLINE: For the graduate students, this type of give and 
take helps them over a difficult hump in their intellectual devel-
opment. In your first years as a student, you are an apprentice. 
For our students, it was the chance to hear two people from 
different historical and methodological perspectives. It reminds 
them that their work isn’t to replicate a single model. It’s to ask 
different questions in the hope of making new contributions to 
knowledge.
What sorts of parallels were uncovered and how are they  
relevant and revealing?
TICHI:  In Connecticut Yankee, Twain made a great deal of the 
medieval knights, which leads to the question: what sorts of 
knighthoods existed during the period in which he was writ-
ing? This was an era of labor union development, one of which 
was called the Knights of Labor. It was also the time in which 
Ku Klux Klan, which followed some chivalric traditions, had its 
beginnings. 
How manliness reveals itself was another topic in the course. 
Theodore Roosevelt’s hunting narratives are representative. 
The animals he hunted represent the “other,” the indigenous, 
those that deserve to be removed so that manly leadership and 
domination can take its place. In that sense, the four faces of 
Mt. Rushmore [represent] the culmination of the domination 
of a continent.
ENTERLINE:  In the European perspective on masculinity, 
16th-century British grammar schools claimed to be in the 
business of producing English gentlemen, which meant that 
only boys were schooled in Latin. Ideas about Roman rule and 
power were imported along the way, at a foundational level of 
socialization.
TICHI:  Once transposed to U.S. in the colonial period, this 
British perspective led to a particular demarcation of civil and 
religious authority.
ENTERLINE: We looked into the schools’ way of transmitting 
empire via the everyday life of manliness. In early modern 
Britain the mark of a gentleman, derived from Rome, was 
rhetorical facility.
Are there more contemporary lessons?
TICHI:  In Cullen Murphy’s Are We Rome? The Fall of An 
Empire and the Fate of America, there’s a description of a 
Roman emperor traveling with his entourage of soldiers, carts, 
scribers, servants and women. It’s an absolute matchup with 
the U.S. president traveling in Air Force One—armored cars, 
helicopters, cooks, flunkies and so on. Both demand tributes 
and create bases in far-flung empires.
ENTERLINE: Then we read Virgil and his concern about what 
Rome was to do with her war veterans. It’s a conversation similar 
to the one we hear now about today’s military veterans. And in 
Book 2 of the Aeneid, the god Jupiter predicts Aeneas’ descen-
dants will go on to found an “empire without end.” The promise 
of peace as an end point of imperial ambition is still around, a 
claim that one group is not killing people so much as bringing 
peace through occupation and domination. If you look at this 
with a critical eye, one starts to wonder about that promise.
Learning from the Ends…
and the Means
T ake two scholars, one specializing in U.S. literature, the other in British. Normally the classes they teach 
are as far apart as, well, as the width of the Atlantic 
Ocean. How can they challenge a group of graduate 
students—and themselves—into seeing the parallels 
in two subsets of literature, and indeed, the parallels 
to modern life?
Cecelia Tichi, William R. Kenan Jr. Professor of English, and 
Lynn Enterline, professor of English, talk about team teaching the 
graduate seminar, Ends of Empire, and lessons learned from 1,000 
years of fiction ranging from Virgil’s Aeneid to Shakespeare’s Titus 
Andronicus to Mark Twain’s A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s 
Court and other works. 
Ends of Empire—that’s a formidable title for a class. What was 
the thinking behind it?
ENTERLINE: I work in the early modern period of British 
literature, and Cecelia brings the contemporary American 
perspective. We came up with the framework for the course 
based on the cultural legacies linking these two distinct bodies 
of work.
TICHI:  At the same time, the word “ends” in the course title 
indicates a phase of history that has come to an end, even as the 
goals, intentions and desires of a people continue. Empire was 
a topic that allowed us to bring together both the European and 
American traditions in one seminar.
ENTERLINE:  Essentially “Ends of Empire” implies there is 
no finite point at which one regime ends and another begins. It 
brings to bear the ideas that lie behind imperial expansion, goals 
that can be mapped and pursued. The texts we read often pose 
the question: “What’s the impetus behind a particular power?”
“You have to push past what’s already 
known, past comfort zones.” 
– Lynn Enterline
“Does the study of the literature 
of the U.S. and early Britain have 
anything to tell us about our 
world today?” 
– Cecelia Tichi
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firstpErSoN by CraIg S. phIllIpS, Ba’76
I  fEEl lIkE I  work IN thE trauma uNIt. Not in a hos-
pital as you might imagine, but at the heart of the global financial 
crisis. And for some weird reason I really enjoy it. 
At Vanderbilt I shifted from premed to economics as I con-
cluded that passing out at the sight of blood might not be good in a 
medical career. Now I tie tourniquets to stem the hemorrhaging of 
capital in the credit markets. 
I am a managing director at BlackRock Inc., one of the world’s 
largest publicly traded investment management firms, responsible for 
overseeing more than $1.3 trillion of assets. My division is in Black-
Rock Solutions, where I have responsibility for the financial markets 
advisory business started in 2008 when I joined the firm. As the 
name implies, we provide solutions and services to clients with com-
plex financial risk situations. We assess and value their investment 
portfolios, assist them in developing strategies to deal with financial 
challenges, and can even provide asset disposition services. 
Right now, lots of organizations are having trouble making sense 
of what their credit portfolios are worth and if they are financially 
solid. That’s when they call someone like us. We have been very busy.
My career has spanned more than 30 years at major investment 
banks. I moved to New York City a week after graduation from the 
College of Arts and Science in 1976. My first job was focused on 
what was very new at the time—packaging mortgages for sale as 
bonds. Mortgage-backed securities boomed and created a new mar-
ket called “securitization.” I was an early entrant to that market and 
due to my longevity, could be considered a founding father. Securi-
tization grew to package almost every type of credit risk imaginable.
What went wrong? Securitization and its cousin, credit deriva-
tives, were the means by which overly aggressive credit dominated 
the financial landscape. Think of securitization as a conduit, a 
means of spreading credit exposure. The easy credit and permissive 
standards prevailing after 2005 became a big chocolate malt that 
everyone enjoyed through one big straw. Once tainted, all were 
infected. I mean everybody. Everywhere.
When Bear Stearns, then the fifth-largest U.S. investment bank, 
was failing last year, we were called in to advise the Federal Reserve 
Bank of New York (the Fed) during the crucial Thursday-through-
Sunday-night period in mid-March. After Bear merged with JP 
Morgan Chase, BlackRock took over management of $30 billion of 
toxic mortgage and other exposures on behalf of the Fed. 
By summer 2008, the U.S. government was concerned about 
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, and we were hired to assess whether 
they had adequate capital. They didn’t. Those two behemoths of 
the global capital markets were put into conservatorship. That was 
when the crisis metastasized. If they failed, wouldn’t every financial 
institution be at risk? If the government had not stepped in, what 
would have happened?
We got an answer on September 15, 2008, when Lehman Brothers 
filed for bankruptcy. On that fateful weekend, I was in Abu Dhabi, 
United Arab Emirates, visiting with clients. When word of Lehman’s 
failure spread on Sunday night, I flew back to New York after being 
on the ground less than 24 hours. Concern over counterparty expo-
sure erupted globally and without prejudice. No financial institution 
was deemed sound.
Monday night, I joined my team at the corporate headquarters 
of AIG in lower Manhattan. For weeks, we had been analyzing their 
complex financial situation. An effort to privately recapitalize the 
company failed that evening. Senior AIG management adjourned 
with representatives of the N.Y. State Insurance Commissioner to 
the Fed’s offices. By morning AIG had $85 billion in credit from the 
Fed, and its life as a public, independent company was no more. In 
December the Fed and AIG had BlackRock assume management 
of nearly $100 billion face value of cash and derivative instruments 
held by AIG, removing them from the company’s balance sheet in 
an effort to “derisk” the company and stabilize its ratings.
Hard to believe, but BlackRock has analyzed and valued over $4 
trillion of assets since the summer of 2007. Our work has spread 
from the U.S. to other countries, including the United Kingdom, 
Germany, France, Switzerland, Sweden and Belgium. We have been 
entrusted with management and disposition responsibility on more 
than $170 billion (face value) of exposures since we started—an 
accomplishment of which our whole team is quite proud.
My liberal arts degree has served me well throughout my career, and 
particularly during this crisis. Problem solving, communication and 
the ability to navigate cultural differences all are key life skills enhanced 
by my general education at the College of Arts and Science. 
What have I learned? I have seen a lot of scared people and how 
they behave. All told, panic brings out the best and worst in people, 
although I have seen more good than bad with people trying to do 
the right thing. I have been particularly impressed by the tireless 
and dedicated commitment of financial regulators around the world 
to step in when needed and do whatever it takes.
Markets and the economy are driven by the psychology of its par-
ticipants—I learned that at Vanderbilt. We have seen giddiness over 
market highs, accompanied by wild speculative behavior, replaced by 
extreme caution and a very low interest in risk taking. Markets and 
the economy are driven by momentum, and right now, the momen-
tum is universally negative. That will take some time to reverse.
In an effort to stabilize the economy, government funding has 
effectively replaced the private capital markets. The nexus of finan-
cial power and control has shifted to the political realm, away from 
Wall Street and other money centers around the world. The implica-
tions of this shift will be far-reaching into the next generation and 
possibly beyond.
I am confident that there will be growth, opportunities and new 
products for that next generation. Just as my first job at Lehman 
Brothers was in an emerging market, my children and the next 
generation of Vanderbilt students will work in new fields with new 
challenges and opportunities. I don’t know what the future will hold 
for them, but I do know that the College of Arts and Science is pre-
paring them for it. Whether the students study economics, political 
science, Spanish, math or interdisciplinary studies, they will have 
the tools, the curiosity and the ability to cope with—no, to manage—
the world’s latest financial crisis and whatever crisis comes up. 
Craig S. Phillips, BA’76
Managing Director, Global Head of Financial Markets 
Advisory Group, BlackRock Inc.
S P O U S E  
Liz Phillips
C h i L d r E n
Emma, Olivia and Anna;  
stepchildren Alexis and Grant 
P L A C E  O F  r E S i d E n C E 
new Canaan, Connecticut
F A v O r i t E  P L A C E  t O  v i S i t 
Paris
F A v O r i t E  M O v i E 
Lawrence of Arabia
Lots of organizations are having trouble making 
sense of what their credit portfolios are worth 
and if they are financially solid. That’s when they 
call someone like us. We have been very busy.
Inside the Trauma Ward 
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giving by Jan Read
A fuNNy thINg bECAmE ClEAr whEN wE CoNtACtEd 
A rEprESENtAtIvE group of ArtS ANd SCIENCE 
AlumNI About thEIr rEgulAr CoNtrIbutIoNS to 
thE CollEgE.
Not one of them thought their steady, modest gifts were worth 
talking about.
We disagree. 
We know the power of many small gifts coming from the 
pockets and hearts of many generous donors to the College of Arts 
and Science. We know that regular, consistent donations help fund 
scholarships, pay salaries, renovate classrooms, support research 
and keep the lights on. Each year, thousands of alumni make it pos-
sible for today’s students to receive the kind of education that those 
alumni did. And today’s students will, in turn, support the 
students that come after them. 
They do so for a variety of reasons. Gratitude. Affection. 
Conviction. Loyalty. We call these donors—and the thousands 
of others like them—heroes. Benefactors. Friends. 
“Last year, thousands of alumni, parents and friends gave 
to the college. Many of these gifts came from people who have 
regularly given over the years,” says Carolyn Dever, dean of 
the College of Arts and Science. “As I travel the country and meet 
with alumni, I hear such great stories about how alumni feel about 
the college and why they believe in it. These people are so vital to 
our mission.
“Annual giving allows us to continue investing with robust cre-
ativity in our educational mission,” she says. “From funding student 
trips to hiring outstanding faculty and enhancing our financial aid 
offerings, these annual gifts make a real difference. All support—in 
any area, in any amount—counts toward Arts and Science’s success.”
Love Ranks First
So why do alumni who give regularly do so? The top reason is love 
of Vanderbilt and their time on campus, but also high is the impor-
tance of supporting education.
For Mary Louise Tidwell, BA’45, MA’46, both reasons are valid. 
“I loved my time at Vanderbilt,” she says. “Oh, the professors I had!” 
She put her English degrees to use as a society reporter for The Ten-
nessean and penning a biography of her father, Tennessean founder 
Luke Lea. Her longtime work as a community volunteer showed 
Tidwell that other foundations and organizations see strong alumni 
giving as an ongoing vote of support for the College of Arts and Sci-
ence. “I only give a pittance, but I know that it’s important that  
I give. So I do,” she says. 
In fact, the percentage of alumni donating to an institution is 
one of the factors that influence the annual U.S. News & World 
Report rankings of universities, notes Dever. “The magazine consid-
ers alumni satisfaction as important in the health and value of a 
university. They look at the percentage of alumni who donate as an 
indicator of that satisfaction,” the dean says.
Love of family and the university are the reasons that Diane 
Moore Williams, BA’52, gives. “I’m so proud of my degree, and I 
The Power of the Many, Year After Year 
The operation and future of the College of Arts and Science relies on alumni such as these.
loved Vanderbilt,” she says. “I give because it became a habit that 
was started by my father, who attended Vanderbilt from 1916 to 
1918. He loved Vanderbilt, and he supported Vanderbilt. I’m trying 
to be like him, and it’s a habit that I’m really proud of.” 
The avid Commodores fan also supports higher education. “The 
country would be in a heck of a bad shape without higher education,” 
she says. “I want to be a part of Vanderbilt’s present and future.”
Support for education
The university changed the lives of Adam Birenbaum, BA’00, and 
Dr. Gretchen Sander, BA’00. The two, now married with a baby 
daughter, met a week into their freshman year and have been 
together ever since. “Vanderbilt holds a special place in our hearts,” 
says Birenbaum, now a lawyer. “And it established the foundation 
for what we’ve accomplished.” Sander says grants she received made 
it possible for her to attend the College of Arts and Science. “I give 
because it’s important for me to give other students the chance 
that I had,” she says. Sander is now a pediatrician and works in an 
underserved community in St. Louis. That work, her husband says, 
has been her lifelong dream. 
Others give in support of higher education as a whole and of 
the College of Arts and Science in particular. Lewis Schmidt, BS’81, 
says Vanderbilt was more than an academic experience for him. “It 
was the whole nine yards,” he recalls. Along with earning degrees in 
history and special education, he worked on The Vanderbilt Hustler 
and the concerts committee, played in the band and was active in 
theater throughout his university career. “I think it’s important to 
support what Vanderbilt gave me,” the high school special educa-
tion teacher says. “And I support education because it helps produce 
teachers, who make the real difference in the world.”
Geoff McClelland, BA’62, grew up in the Midwest and came to 
Nashville for something different. He remembers his time here as a 
learning and growing experience during the Civil Rights era. “I feel 
blessed that institutions like the ones I went to are still here,” the 
retired advertising executive says. “My gifts are a very small way to 
pay back for great teachers, great institutions and the expectation 
that they will continue.”
Morris “Morry” Edwards, BA’72, attended Vanderbilt because of 
its excellent reputation regarding the Fugitive and Agrarian groups. 
“Education is so important to a democracy because a democracy is 
predicated on its electorate being knowledgeable,” the psychologist 
says. Of his consistent, steady giving, he says, “I don’t think that I 
give so much that it makes a real difference. But it’s what I can do, 
so I do it. I hope the numbers add up.”  
The numbers do add up. They matter. They’re the power of the 
“Vanderbilt holds a special place in our 
hearts and it established the foundation 
for what we’ve accomplished.”
– Adam Birenbaum, BA’00
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Every year, we take the opportunity formally to say thank you to 
the alumni, parents and friends who support the College of Arts 
and Science in providing students with an exceptional educational 
experience.
The following pages list the College Cabinet, which recognizes 
those donors who contributed $1,000 or more during our last fiscal 
year, July 1, 2008 through June 30, 2009. 
In the 2008–2009 fiscal year, the generosity of College Cabinet 
members totaled nearly $8.3 million. Gifts from College Cabinet 
members make up nearly three-fourths of all unrestricted giving to 
the College of Arts and Science. This year, unrestricted giving to the 
College of Arts and Science helped:
•	 hire	27	new	faculty	who	are	leaders	in	their	fields	of	study	and	
outstanding teachers in the classroom and laboratory. These new 
faculty members are key in sustaining the breadth and depth of 
the Arts and Science curriculum.
•	 enhance	financial	aid	to	attract	and	support	the	best	and	bright-
est students from around the country and around the world. 
As you know, student financial need grows in this challenging 
economy.
•	 support	classes	in	fieldwork.	For	example,	this	year,	the	Petrology	
and Structural Geology classes did research in the Appalachian 
Mountains, and students in a new course, Geology of National 
Parks,	studied	in	the	Grand	Canyon.
•	 finance	activities	of	the	Vanderbilt	Debate	Team.	One	of	the	
premier programs in the country, our debate team won national 
awards from all the major intercollegiate debate organizations 
and numerous top speaker awards.
These are only a few of the challenges and needs met by the 
generosity of College Cabinet members this year, and all of us in 
Arts and Science are most grateful for their support.
If you are not a member of the College Cabinet, I’d like to invite 
you to consider joining with an annual gift of $1,000. If you are a 
recent graduate within 10 years of commencement, you can join the  
College Cabinet with an annual gift of only $500.
The contributions of College Cabinet members are vital to the 
success and strength of the College of Arts and Science. We are 
sincerely grateful to you, and all our donors, for your dedication  
and support.
Carolyn	Dever
Dean
collegecAbiNet
The College Cabinet 2008–2009
C o r n e l i u s  V a n d e r b i lt 
F o u n d e r s  l e V e l  
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Samuel E. Allen, BA’58, and Angie Allen 
(parents)
Judy Kemp Amonett, BA’69 
John Douglas Arnold, BA’95, and  
Laura Arnold 
Lee and Ramona Bass (parents)
Carol Bernick (parent)
Stephen and Jacquelyn Boesel (parents)
John F. Bookout III and Ann Bookout 
(parents)
James C. Bradford Jr. and Lillian Robertson 
Bradford, BA’63 
Robert G. Bradley and Cardin Wyatt 
Bradley, BA’88 
Arthur and Nancy Bunn (parents)
Ben and Leigh Carpenter (parents)
Celeste Wickliffe Cheatham (parent)
Cecil D. Conlee, BA’58 (parent)
Robert and Maureen Decherd (parents)
Roger K. Deromedi, BA’75, and  
Sandra Deromedi 
Paul D. Young and Carolyn Dever 
Robert V. Dilts 
Daniel M. Edelman and Cynthia Greener 
Edelman, BA’74 (parents)
Steven Neal Fayne, BA’73, and  
E. Lynne Fayne 
Jeff and Marcia Fettig (parents)
Elena Wallace Graves, MEd’85 
Brian Allen Grove, BA’82, MBA’83, and 
Charlotte Sunderland Grove 
Steven and Arlene* Grushkin (parents)
J. Michael Hayes and Joanne Fleming 
Hayes, BA’68 (parents)
Keith Alexander Hoogland, BA’82, and 
Susan Moore Hoogland, BS’82 (parents)
Jay Underwood Howington, BA’92, and 
Corinne Meek Howington, BA’94
Allan B. Hubbard, BA’69, and  
Kathryn F. Hubbard (parents)
Lee L. Kaplan and Diana Morton Hudson, 
BA’73 (parents)
Donald and Diane Kane (parents)
Stephen Andrew Kennedy, BA’84 
Robert M. Levy, BA’72, and Diane v.S. Levy 
John R. Loomis, BA’51 (parent)
William C. Lortz, A’60, and Helene S. Lortz 
(parents)
Jeffrey C. Lynch, BA’84 
Benedict Michael Marino, BA’88, and  
Anne M. Helms Marino, BA’88 
George and Susan Matelich (parents)
Bill E. Matthews (parent)
Richard and Sheila McCarty 
Caroline R. McGuire, BA’08
William B. McGuire Jr. and  
Susanne McGuire (parents) 
W. Patrick McMullan III, BA’74
John and Alexandra Mosko (parents)
Sharon Maginnis Munger, BA’68 (parent)
William C. Murphy, BA’76 
D. Craig Nordlund, JD’74, and Sally Baum 
Nordlund, BSN’74 (parents)
H. Ross Perot Sr. and Margot Perot  
(grandparents, parents)
Randall S. Preissig, BA’68 
W. Clinton Rasberry Jr., BA’63 
Joe L. Roby, BA’61, and Hilppa Roby 
Robert M. Rogers, BA’75, and Carolyn 
Thomas Rogers, BA’75 
Richard and Amy Ruben (parents)
John M. Samuels, BA’66 
Michael Conner Searcy, BA’96, and  
Virginia Buxton Searcy, BA’96 
Gayle Fambrough Snyder, BA’56 (parent)
Karen Joachim Sobotka, BA’84
Steven B. Starr, BA’75, JD’78 
Jane Besthoff Steiner, BA’84 
Andrew Adams Tisdale, BA’84, and  
Nesrin Tisdale
Eugene H. Vaughan, BA’55, and Susan 
Westbrook Vaughan (parents)
Carl and Jimmy Westcott (parents)
Chart Hampton Westcott, BA’07
Court Hilton Westcott, BA’01
George Howard White III and Patricia Early 
White, BA’76 (parents)
Kenneth J. Wiesen, BA’63 
James and Alinda Wikert (parents)
J. Lawrence Wilson, BE’58, and Barbara 
Burroughs Wilson, BA’58 (parents)
Anonymous (8)
C h a n C e l l o r ’ s  C o u n C i l 
( $ 1 0 , 0 0 0  t o  $ 2 4 , 9 9 9 )
G. Hughes Abell, BA’72 
F. Duane Ackerman and Katherine King 
Ackerman, BA’66 
John F. Brock III and Mary R. Brock 
(parents)
Billy F. Bryant, MA’48, PhD’54, and  
Mary Nelle Bryant 
W. H. G. Caldwell Jr., BA’57, and Margaret 
Buford Caldwell, A’60 (parents)
Robert A. Christensen, BA’55 
Jan Clark (parent)
Ann Hicks Clements, BA’86 (parent)
Bequest of Byron T. Cook (parent)
Lee S. Cutcliff, BA’61, LLB’67 
Mark F. Dalton, JD’75, and Susan K. Dalton 
(parents)
Claiborne and Elaine Deming (parents)
Wallace H. Dunbar Jr. (parent)
Russell M. Flaum, BA’72, and  
Virginia L. Flaum (parents)
Mary Claiborne Frediani, BA’79 
Qung Wing Go, BA’73 
William B. Hanlon III and Victoria S. Hanlon 
(parents)
Duncan and Laura Hennes (parents)
Sandra Norsworthy Hoffman, BA’66 
Andrew Hoine, BA’96, and Jennifer Hoine
John and Jill Holder (parents)
James B. Johnson Jr., BA’54 (parent)
Howard F. Johnston, BA’63, and  
Barbara Davis Johnston, BA’63 
F. Lex Jolley Jr., BA’74 (parent)
Christopher G. Lea, BA’81 
Robert P. Maynard, BA’54 
Michiel C. McCarty, BA’73 (parent)
Gary and Janet Mead (parents)
Geoffrey T. Moore and Lucie Howard 
Moore, BA’79 
David and Lisa Mossy (parents)
Julie Blankenship Mundt (parent)
Oscar and Cathy Munoz (parents)
William R. Orthwein Jr. and  
Laura Rand Orthwein 
Gene Ruffner Page Jr., BA’81, and  
Virginia White Page, BA’81 (parents)
James F. Sanders, BA’67, JD’70, and 
Cheryl Ann Sanders (parents)
Thomas Schweizer Jr., BA’66
James Cole Seuss Jr., BA’85
Eugene B. Shanks Jr., BA’69, and  
Susan B. Shanks (parents)
Steven and Rebecca Singer (parents)
John F. Stein, BA’73, MBM’75, and  
Beth Stein (parents)
Winston M. Talbert and Laura Watson 
Talbert, BA’90 
Christopher Duncan Traut, BA’83, MBA’87, 
and Lee Traut 
Samuel D. Turner, BA’69, MA’73 
William E. Turner Jr., BA’54, and  
Cathy Turner (parents)
Heidi Jane Ueberroth, BA’87 
Frank J. Walter III, BA’78, and  
Marguerite Mudd Walter, A’80 (parents)
Stephen and Lauren Weiss (parents)
William H. Wilcox, BA’74, and Elizabeth 
L. Todd
Francis Wintle and Susan Segal (parents)
Robert Brand Womsley Jr., BA’86, and 
Stacey Mundt Womsley, BA’88 
Margaret Shook Zeiger, BA’79 (parent)
Anonymous
d e a n ’ s  l i s t  
( $ 5 , 0 0 0  t o  $ 9 , 9 9 9 )
Steven and Ellen Adams (parents)
John D. Alexander Jr. and Claire Alexander 
(parents)
Glenn Allen Andreas Jr. and Toni Andreas 
(parents)
Glenn Allen Andreas III, BA’92, and  
Jennifer Thau Andreas, BA’93 
Dwight Ian Arnesen, BA’77 
Tyler Baldwin Jr. and Ellen Baldwin (parents)
Michael and Katherine Ball (parents)
Ann Wheat Barksdale, BA’58, MA’59 
(parent)
George Barrett and Deborah Neimeth 
(parents)
W. Marston and Katharine Becker (parents)
Jon R. Berquist, BA’76
Robert and Diane Bok (parents)
William D. Booth Jr. and Vicki Booth 
(parents)
Francis S. Branin Jr. and Cordelia Penn 
Wilcox Branin (parents)
John and Gloria Braskamp (parents)
Edward Breen and Caren Siebert-Breen 
(parents)
David and Shawn Brevard (parents)
John H. Broocks III and Nancy N. Broocks 
(parents)
Stephen and Gail Brookshire (parents)
Christian T. Brown (parent)
James Christie Busch, BA’84 
Charles C. Cahn Jr. and Jane Cahn 
(parents)
Cassandra Colvin Carr, BA’66 
Ruth Montgomery Cecil, BA’65 
Jack and Nancy Cohen (parents)
Michael and Alice Conlon (parents)
Michael and Pamela Davalle (parents)
Jeffrey Alan Day, BA’81, and Elizabeth 
Updike Day (parents)
James D. Decker, BS’82, and  
Marcia Levy Decker, BA’82 
M. Maitland DeLand (parent)
Victor and Mary Dowling (grandparents)
James Edwin DuBose, BA’79, and  
Victoria Ann Adams, BSN’79 (parents)
Michael and Mary Helen Fabacher (parents)
John and Heath Faraci (parents)
Joanna W. Foley, BA’65 
Richard J. Glasebrook II and  
Lucy Glasebrook (parents)
Frank A. Godchaux III, BA’49, and Agnes 
K. Godchaux (grandparents, parents)
Jonathon Evan Green, BA’98, and  
Cathleen Cook Green, BS’00 
John P. Greer, BA’72, MD’76, and  
Gay Nienhuis Greer, BSN’74 (parents)
Paul and Diane Guidone (parents)
Steven and Lynne Hamontree (parents)
Philip and Sara Hawk (parents)
Julius M. Herz, MA’58
Michael and Marjorie Hogan (parents)
Harry C. Howard Jr., BA’51
Charles N. Hubbard, BA’70, and  
Marilyn Hubbard (parents)
Mark V. Hughes III and Susan Hughes 
(parents)
Willis J. Hulings III and Lee Harlin Hulings, 
BA’81 (parents)
Benoît and Jessie Jamar (parents)
Heidi W. Kaess (parent)
Jeffrey and Andrea Kaminsky (parents)
Scot Earl Karr, D’78, and Patricia Karr 
(parents)
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John and Jane Kauffmann (parents)
Daniel and Robin Klaes (parents)
Bradford and Jean Kopp (parents)
Tyler Woodworth Kopp
Jay and Bryna Kranzler (parents)
Carl Kravitz and Elizabeth Werner (parents)
Bart Leonard and Barbara Krumsiek 
(parents)
Peter and Maureen Lee (parents)
Reid and Anne Leggett (parents)
Bruce and Joanne Levy (parents)
Roy and Karen Linville (parents)
Mary Katherine Sturmon Lisher, BA’72 
Philip and Nita Maddox (parents)
Nino and Patricia Marino (parents)
John and Christiana McConn (parents)
David and Nicki McDonald (parents)
Holland N. McTyeire IV and Sherry Pepper 
McTyeire, BA’55 (grandparents, parents)
Cathy Morello Miller, BA’87 
Russel Leeds Miron, BA’82
Robert B. Moore, BA’58, MA’60
J. Davenport Mosby III, BA’78, and  
Glenn Bush Mosby, BA’78 
Gerald T. Nichols and Cheryl Marie Reintjes 
Nichols, BA’81 (parents)
K. Thomas Noell (parent)
Mary Cosgrove Olson, BA’82 
Michael Brian Orkin, BA’81, and Judy Orkin 
(parents)
Mark and Kimberly Pacala (parents)
Deborah Hower Perkins, BA’84 
Ronald C. Piacenti, BA’75 (parent)
Daniel and Susan Plaine (parents)
Wesley Railey Powell, BA’91
Nicolas and Diane Quintana (parents)
William and Marcia Rafkin (parents)
Margot Bell Roberts, BA’82 
Lawrence and Alison Rosenthal (parents)
D. Bruce and Bettina Ross (parents)
Robert C. Schiff Jr., BS’77 (parent)
Scott and Katie Schoelzel (parents)
Steven and Roberta Schulman (parents)
Richard and Wendy Schwartz (parents)
Henry Z. Shaub and Jacqueline Sidi-Shaub 
(parents)
Kenneth Shewer and Susan Winberg 
(parents)
Joel Silverman and Gail Babnew (parents)
Thomas and Sherry Skains (parents)
Paul R. Smith and Ann Potts Smith, BA’82 
Paul W. Springman, BA’73
Timon V. Sullivan, BA’76, and Diana O. 
Sullivan (parents)
Cooper L. Terry, BA’85, MD’89, and  
Virginia Self Terry, BA’87 
Carter Reid Todd, JD’82, and Laurie 
O’Brien Todd, BA’83, MLAS’96 (parents)
W. M. Wadlington, BA’67
Bruce and Betsy Walker (parents)
W. Scott and Susan Webber (parents)
Herron P. Weems, BA’75, and  
Cary W. Weems (parents)
William A. Wise, BA’67, and Marie F. Wise 
J. Carter Witt, BA’50, L’52
Jane Woods (parent)
Richard R. Woods, BA’69, and  
Fiona G. Woods (parents)
James H. Woodson, BA’55, LLB’61
Jeffrey M. Wright, BS’75, and Karen Rauch 
Wright, BSN’76 (parents)
Paul G. Yale, BA’74
Rodney S. Yanker, BS’80, and Mary Yanker 
(parents)
Raymond and Etta Zimmerman (parents)
b l a C k  a n d  G o l d  s o C i e t y 
( $ 1 , 0 0 0  t o  $ 4 , 9 9 9 )
Gregory and Susan Adamo (parents)
Terence Adderley (parent)
James D. Aderhold Jr., BA’61
Michael C. Ainbinder, BA’79
T. Clark Akers, BA’79
Francisco Jose Alarcon, BS’93, MBA’99
Roger Albrecht and Dianne Phillips  
Albrecht, BA’71 (parents)
Mary Patrice Mahon Alcus, BA’85 
John W. Shearburn, BA’81, and  
Annette Allen, BA’82 
Edward Lefebvre Allen, BA’84
Jean C. Allen, BA’44 
Antonio J. Almeida Jr., BA’78 
George Allen Alves, BA’85
Thomas N. Amonett, BA’65, JD’68
Philippe and Robin Amouyal (parents)
Dean Anderson, BA’87, and Dana Walner
Paul H. Anderson Jr., BA’70
Gregory Owen Anglum, BA’92, MBA’93
William Earl Anspach III, BS’82
Lindsey Elisabeth Armstrong, BA’08 
Mark D. Arons, BA’80
John D. Arterberry, JD’73, and  
Lisa Wagner Arterberry, BA’73 (parents)
Edward and Vivian Asche (parents)
Alfred V. Atkinson, BA’76, and  
Susan Hunt Atkinson, BS’76 (parents)
Douglas Clay Atnipp, BA’82, and  
Veronica Obermayer Atnipp, BA’82 
James L. Bacchus, BA’71 (parent)
Richard and Elizabeth Bacon (parents)
Harry N. Baetjer III and Caryl Baetjer 
(parents)
Howard LaDon Baltimore, BA’71, and  
Anita Baltimore 
Christopher Robert Baltz, BA’92, and  
Jill Taggert Baltz, BS’92 
Gregg Anthony Baran, BS’83, MD’87
Mara Grace Bardinelli, BA’90 
Daniel Bythewood Darge III, BE’80, and 
Susan Aston Barge, BA’81 (parents)
Charles J. Barnett, BA’64
John and Irene Bartenstein (parents)
John B. Bassel Jr., BA’66, MD’69, and 
Barbara Bassel (parents)
Louis L. Battey Jr., BA’74, and  
Pamela McCreary, BS’76 (parents)
Nelson Straub Bean, BA’83
Arch Adam Beasley III, BA’88
John S. Beasley II, BA’52, JD’54, and 
Allison T. Beasley, BA’55 (parents)
Robert P. Bedell, BA’65, and  
M. Constance Bedell 
Andrea C. Beldecos, BA’81 
J. Thomas Bentley, BA’71
Peter Andrew Bernick, BA’04
Stephen Hay Berry, BA’84
W. Irvin Berry, BA’51, and Annie Laurie 
Hunt Berry, BA’52 
William H. Bessire, BA’65 (parent)
Omar Billano (parent)
Frederic T. Billings III, MD’72, and Susan 
Riley Billings, BA’68, MA’71 (parents)
John P. Blazic, BA’73, G’74, and  
Barbara Blazic (parents)
David E. Blum, BA’77
Melvyn and Linda Blum (parents)
Mary Beth Cranch Body, BA’60 
Robert Ettore Boniface, BA’87
Harry M. Boon Jr., BA’58
Fredricka M. Borland, BA’72 
Donald E. Bowles Jr., BA’67, and  
Jane Ralston Bowles, BA’67 
Robert Rankin Boyce, BA’81
Douglas Paul Braff, BS’82, and  
Margaret Williams Braff, BS’90
William Perry Brandt, BA’74, JD’77
Cassady Vaughn Brewer, BS’83
Kathryn Tomlinson Bridges, A’55 
Frank L. R. Briggs, BA’63
Steven Richard Briggs, BA’81
Judith Pond Britton, BA’58 
Jeffrey Norman Brouillard, BA’04, and  
Sara Goudge Brouillard, BS’05 
Heddy Murphey Brown, BA’82 
Joseph E. Brown Jr., BA’61
Kenneth Carlton Brown, BA’90
Loraine Gronberg Brown, BA’92 
Susan G. Brumfield, BA’73 
Mary Nell Bryan, BA’89 
Alexander B. Buchanan, BA’75, JD’78
Thomas R. Buckner, JD’72, and Karen 
Wagner Buckner, BA’71 (parents)
Thomas and Char Bumol (parents)
John C. Burch Jr., BA’66
Rick and Sharon Burdick (parents)
Kenneth Munn and Anne Marie Burr 
(parents)
James and Susan Burroughs 
Rodney and Melanie Buscher (parents)
R. Stuart Bush and Carla Sinor Bush, 
BA’81 (parents)
David William Busker, BA’01, and  
Laura Mead Busker, BA’01 
Matt M. Callihan, BA’77, and Margaret 
Lynch Callihan, BA’77, EMBA’04 
(parents)
William H. Cammack, BA’52, and Eugenia 
Hecker Cammack, A’54 (grandparents)
Harrison Shields Campbell, BA’83
John Thomas Carlisle, BA’93, and  
Allison C. Bruhl Carlisle, BA’94
John R. Carloss Jr., A’69
Charles A. Carter III, BA’58
Meredith Lynn Corbett Carter, BA’93 
P. Michael Caruso, BA’72, and Virginia 
Rubel Caruso, BA’73 (parents)
Karen E. Casey, BA’84 
Stuart A. Chalfin, BA’72
Carolyn Baile Chandler, BA’71 
Jack G. Charney, BA’68
Patricia Williams Charron, BA’58 (parent)
Brad and Wendy Chayet (parents)
Kathryn Bumgardner Cheek, D’55 
Charles E. Cherry, BA’67
Lee Ellen Churchill, BA’62 
Jennifer Anne Clarke, BS’01 
John W. Clay Jr., BA’63, and  
Anne Campbell Clay, BA’65 
William S. Cochran, BA’59, and  
Anita Kirby Cochran, BA’59 (parents)
David Allen Cockrell, BS’99
Claude C. Cody IV, BA’74
James Randall Coffey, BA’82
Timothy Cohen and  
Christina Dillon Cohen, BA’89 
Charles Westfield Coker Jr., BS’81, and 
Sylvia Sparkman Coker, BA’81 (parents)
John W. Colbert, BA’72
Liz Stegbauer Collins, BA’80 
John M. Colvin Jr., BA’55, MS’58, JD’65, 
and Beth E. Colvin
John H. Bryan III and Louise Comiskey-
Bryan, BA’87 
Andrew Joseph Condie, BA’86
Daniel A. Conklin, BA’73
Stephen and Ellen Conley (parents)
Thomas Bryan Conner III, BA’88
Lara Kathryn Cooley, BA’04 
William Richard Cooper Jr., BE’69
Robert B. Cousins Jr., BA’67
Angela Tilley Crates, BA’90 
Thomas Crawford Jr., BA’59 (parent)
John Baker Crenshaw, BA’81, and  
Julia Thigpen Crenshaw, BA’78 
Barbara L. Cresswell, BA’68 
Curtis Lynn Crofford, BA’95
William T. Cross, BE’72, and  
Kitty Bankston Cross, BA’72 
Overton Anderson Currie, BA’75, and Betty 
Jo Lancaster Currie, BA’75 (parents)
Thomas N. Curtin, BA’75, and  
Kari Peterson Curtin, BA’75 
W. Cleland Dade, BA’77, JD’82
Charles Joseph Dahlem, BA’88
Carlos R. Dalence, MD’84, and  
Nancy McBride Dalence, BA’82 
William Danforth (grandparent, parent)
Heather Hewitt Daniel, BA’82 
Mary Summers Daugherty, BA’81 (parent)
Thomas A. Davidson, BA’74, MBA’83
Cody Fowler Davis, BA’81 (parent)
Paul T. Davis and Jane Murray Davis, A’78 
(parents)
Richard H. Davis, BE’69, and Barbara 
Callander Davis, BSN’69 (parents)
J. Hallam Dawson, BA’58
Richard M. Dearman, BA’73
Joseph William Deering III, BA’88
Ira J. Deitsch, BA’74
William F. Denson III and  
Deborah Davis Denson, A’69 
Susan Thompson Derryberry, BA’51 
Susan Elizabeth Dew, BA’73 
Paul and Eleanor Dewald (grandparents)
Kenneth B. Dinnegan, BA’81
Lisa Jones Dobbs, BS’87 
John M. Donnelly Jr., BA’51, and  
Martha Douglas Donnelly, BA’54 
Michael Donovan and Nancye Green 
(parents)
Nicole DeFelice Donovan, BS’85 
C. Powers Dorsett Jr., BA’66 (parent)
James F. Dowden, BA’74
James and Elizabeth Duff (parents)
David Erwin Dunham, BA’84, and  
Amy Johnson Dunham, BA’84 
Charles William Dunn, BS’80
William K. Dwyer, BA’57, and  
Linda Koman Dwyer, MSN’81 
Christopher Oliver Eades, BA’92, and 
Nicole Adele Clark Eades, BA’93 
Marshall C. Eakin
Woods E. Eastland, BA’67
Claud and Elizabeth Eley 
David Alan Elliott, JD’88, and  
Martha Matthews Elliott, BS’85 
Theo J. Emison Jr., BA’65 (parent)
Richard Alan Engle, BA’77, JD’81
Roy T. Englert, BA’43
Frank W. Essex, BA’66, MAT’67, PhD’78
Joseph H. Estes, BS’81
Martin and Margaret Evans (parents)
Thomas C. Evans, BA’77
Jean I. Everest II and Gayle Everest 
(parents)
Jill L. Fachilla, BA’75 
Jonathan L. Fales, BA’77
Laura Ferman Farrior, BA’89 
R. Kent Farris, BA’63, MD’66, and Susan 
Additon Farris, BSN’67 (parents)
Jane Porter Feild, BA’59, MS’61 
Manley N. Feinberg Sr., BA’57
Richard R. Felker, BA’51
Peter S. Felsenthal, BA’75
Gregor and Mary Ferguson (parents)
Kristin Lynch Ficery, BA’91 
Curtis Finch Jr., BA’55
Frederick Eli Finger IV, MBA’01, and  
Kathryn Wells Stafford Finger, BA’01 
John T. Fisher Jr., BA’50, L’54, and  
Carolyn Reynolds Fisher (parents)
Robert and Noreen Fisher (parents)
William Edward Fitzgibbon IV, BA’90, and 
Dawn Victoria S. Fitzgibbon, MBA’00 
G. Stephen Fletcher Jr., BS’97, and  
Nancy Brown Fletcher, BS’99 
Julia Mather Flowers, A’73 
Russell and Hillary Fogarty (parents)
Samuel Alexander Fogarty
Kevin and Lynn Foley (parents)
Jack H. Folk, A’45
Jerry Glen Ford, BA’86
Gilbert S. Fox, BA’42, and Lois Kuhn Fox, 
A’45 
Scott and Amy Frew (parents)
Patrick Bridge Frost, BA’82
Troy Allen Fuhrman, BA’90, JD’93, and 
Catherine Gibbs Fuhrman, BS’91 
Thomas E. Fullilove, BA’62
Robert Ware Gamble, BA’97
Dick Game, BA’83, and Anne Zipp Game, 
BA’83 
David Todd Garrett, BA’80
Jose Antonio Garrido III, BS’03
Dale N. Garth, BA’72
Theresa Coates Garza, BA’83 
Mark and Glenda Gast (parents)
Donald P. Gatley, BE’54, and  
Jane Douglass Gatley, BA’54 
David R. Gelfand, BA’84, JD’87, and 
Katherine McKenna Gelfand, JD’88 
Robert and Stacey Gendelman (parents)
Ted M. George, BA’49, MA’57, PhD’64
Todd C. Giacco, BS’87
Steven H. Gibson, BA’69
Letty Lou Haber Gilbert, BA’51 (parent)
George K. Gill, BA’61, MA’63, and  
Sallie Gill (parents)
Richard H. Gill, BA’62, and Minnie Gill 
(parents)
Sarah Elizabeth Lee Gill, BA’94 
Clarke Houston Gillespy Jr., BA’94
James S. Gilliland, BA’55, LLB’57, and 
Lucia Flowers Gilliland, BA’59 
Robert S. Wilkerson Given, BA’81
Steven Mark Glassman, BA’86
Mae Foung Go 
Robert B. Golder (grandparent)
Ashley Dianne Goldsmith, BA’94 
Glenn Gollobin and Nancy Glenn Gollobin, 
BA’75 (parents)
Betsy Callicott Goodell, BA’77 
M. Williams Goodwyn Jr., BA’77, and 
Maura Goodwyn (parents) 
Thomas Napier Gordon, BA’73, JD’76
Jeffrey Robert Grable, BA’93, and  
Maureen Grable
John R. Grace, BA’88, and Sherri Lipton 
Grace, BA’85, MBA’90 
Kevin E. Grady, BA’69, and Mary Elizabeth 
O’Brien Grady, BA’72 (parents)
Terry C. Graves, BA’64 (parent)
Daniel Eastman Green, BA’02, and  
Janelle Marie Green, BS’03 
James Reed Green Jr., BA’89 
Robert Wayne Grout, BA’66
Scott Duncan Gullquist, BA’82, and  
Melissa Mills Gullquist, BA’85 
Dayton F. Hale Jr., BA’72 (parent)
Faye Simpkins Hale, BA’67 (parent)
A. Post Howland and  
Mary Hall Howland, BA’84 
Marion Wall Hall, BA’82 (parent)
Charles H. Hambrick, BA’52, and  
Joyce B. Hambrick 
Jack L. Hammond, BA’75
Judith M. Hammond, BA’63 
Marjorie Brown Hampton, BA’48 
William Justin Hancock, BA’90, MBA’92, 
and Sidonie Ellis Hancock, BA’90 
Kenneth S. Handmaker, BA’60 (parent)
Tania Regard Hardage, BA’86 
Ross C. Hardison, BA’73
James T. Harris, BA’93, and  
Tracey Robinson Harris, BS’95, MSN’98
Clifford J. Harrison Jr., BA’49, L’52, and 
Mickey Harrison 
Carolyn Elizabeth Hart, BA’83 
Edna Bryant Hastings, BA’41 
Bruce and Kathryn Haupt (parents)
Elizabeth Dowling Hawks, BA’79 
J. Brevard Haynes Jr., BA’68, MD’72, and 
Jane Van de Roovaart Haynes, BA’68 
Phyllis G. Heard 
Vaughan Holmes Hedrick, BA’66, MS’69 
Ashley LaRoche Heeren, BS’93 
Brian Frederick Hegi, BA’99
Stephen Richard Hennessy, BA’78, and 
Regina Roane Hennessy, BA’77 
Claire Abernathy Henry, BA’02 
Thomas J. Herald, BA’79 (parent)
John and Nancy Hevey (parents)
David Alexander Hickerson, BA’83
John Bunn Hill III, BA’90
John Hindle, BA’68, PhD’81, and  
Joan Hindle (parents)
Hugh Gates Hines Jr., A’59, and  
Marjorie Herndon Hines, A’63 
Eleanor Rosson Hitt, BA’49 
W. Charles Holland
Donald and Donna Hoscheit (parents)
Sarah McCanless Howell, BA’52,  
MAT’54, MA’67, PhD’70 (parent)
Vincent K. Hubbard, BA’60, JD’63
George Barlow Huber, BA’79
Jeffrey Charles Huebner, BA’98
William F. Hughes Jr., A’65, and Mary Kath-
erine Weems Hughes, BA’66 (parents)
Richard Monroe Hull Jr., BA’92
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John H. Hunt, BA’78
Granbery Jackson III, BA’67, and Mary Lee 
Whitehead Jackson, BA’72 (parents)
Myron H. Jacobs, BA’65, and  
Randee B. Jacobs 
Johnnie and Julann James (parents)
Stuart S. Janney III and  
Lynn Janney (parents)
Kimberly Hodgson Jardine, BA’80 
Robert G. Johnson, BA’66, JD’69
Scot Wallace Johnson, BA’92, MBA’94
Elizabeth McCaleb Johnston, BA’46 
Charles Edgar Jones Jr., BA’66, and 
Jeanne Moran Jones, L’80 
David Ward Jones, BA’81, and  
Lauren Wood Jones, BA’81 
Marjory Letner Jones, BSN’75 (parent)
William Steven Jones, BA’71
Hunter and Claudia Judson (parents)
Win Jui, PhD’77 
Charles J. Kahn Jr., BA’73 (parent)
James H. Kaminer Jr., BA’69, and  
Barry Stout Kaminer, BS’86 
Thomas P. Kanaday Jr., BA’65, LLB’67, 
and Sally Richardson Kanaday, BA’65 
Emily Connors Kaplowitz, BA’97 
Tasia Theoharatos Katapodis, BA’81 
Georges and Patricia Kaufman (parents)
James R. Kelley, BA’70
Andrew Howard Kellum, BA’78
Karen L. Kendall, BA’78 
Robert Preston Kennedy, BA’92, MBA’93
Sidney Anderson Kenyon, BA’81 
Tasia Economou Khan, BA’75 
Gary Robert Kimball III, BS’84, MBA’85, 
and Carroll Edwards Kimball, BA’84 
Orman L. Kimbrough Jr., BA’75
Jerome Frank Kinney IV, BS’81
Michael Klynn, BA’58
Larry M. Knox, BA’72, and Sherilyn Knox 
Ronald F. Knox Jr., BA’67, G’69
John Stewart Koch, BA’87
Spencer and Rhonda Kravitz (parents)
Heather Kreager, BA’80 
Donald and Leesa Kurdziel (parents)
John and Shirley Lachs (parents)
Barton Ward LaGrone, BS’90
Charles B. Lahan, BA’59
Mason H. Lampton, BA’69, and  
Mary Lucile Hardaway Lampton 
James H. Landon, BA’67
Sovern John Larkins, BA’52, and Elizabeth 
Gardner Larkins, BA’53 (parents)
Alfred W. Lasher III, BA’68
John Willis Lea IV, BE’73, MD’77, and Ellen 
Bradford Lea, BA’73, JD’76 (parents)
William Gentry Lee Jr., BA’94, and  
Amy Hughes Lee, BS’95 
Patrick and Dania Leemputte (parents)
James Leffers II, BA’69
Anthony Darrell Lehman, BA’94
Joseph and Patricia Leintz (parents)
Alison Hopkins Leithner, BA’04 
Charles Don Leone II, BA’90, MBA’92,  
and Sharon Castrow Leone, BA’91 
Judy Porch Leone, BA’78 
Lewis Linn and Phyllis Cohen (parents)
Joseph A. Little, BA’40, MD’43, and  
Sarah Goodpasture Little, BA’40  
(grandparents, parents)
Thomas and Patricia Loeb (parents)
Eric and Marivic Lohse (parents)
Adrian D. Lorentson, BA’75, and  
Katherine M. Lorentson 
Samuel C. Loventhal, BA’36, and  
Clare Loventhal 
Daniel Brian Lovinger, BA’87, and  
Linda Watson Lovinger, BA’87 
Colin H. M. Luke, BA’88
Patricia Erwin Lummus, BA’85 
Nelson Lytle and Lydia Lasichak (parents)
Lawrence M. Magdovitz, BA’59, JD’61
Sandra Rowe Maier, BA’78 
Ted Mankin, BA’82
Patrick Henry Mann Jr., BA’58, JD’60 
(parent)
Victoria Thomas Mannes, BS’82 
Stephen John Maroda Jr., BS’79, and Julie 
McFall Maroda, BS’82, MEd’84 (parents)
Carla M. Martin, BA’77 
Ellen Wills Martin, BA’58 (parent)
James G. Martin III, BA’69, JD’74
Paula Johnson Martin, A’62, MA’69 
Richard David Martindale, BA’92, and  
Heidi Stanley Martindale, BA’94 
Jorge Martinez
Linda Shaw Marzialo, BA’75 
Alyne Queener Massey, BA’48 (parent)
Michael Brian Masterson, BA’92,  
and Gloria Masterson 
Jason Corey Matt, BS’91
James Michael Matthews, BA’69
Randall S. Matthews, BA’73, and  
Theresa Brevard Matthews, BA’73 
Joseph May and  
Lynn Hewes May, BA’60, MEd’82 
Sarah Augusta Mayfield, BA’89 
Mark D. Mayo, BA’77, and  
Kelley Dreaden Mayo (parents)
Helen Wagner McAfee, BA’84 
Sara Annsley Heidtke McAleer, BA’97 
Edward V. McAssey III and Linda McAssey 
(parents)
Willard McCall Jr., BA’53
Claire Biesterfeldt McCarty, BA’73 
Stephen L. McCord, BE’69, and Katherine 
Rathbone McCord, BA’71 (parents)
Thomas F. McCoy, BA’66
Roy William Wunsch and  
Mary Ann McCready, BS’74 
Allen Polk McDaniel, BA’65, and Sara 
Sherwood McDaniel, BS’65 (parents)
Barrie Jeffrey McDowell, BA’81 
Robert G. McEniry, BA’63
James R. McFerrin, BA’71
L. Scott McGinnis III, BA’80, and  
Roline Hamilton McGinnis, BA’82 
Michael S. McGraw, BA’77, and  
Mary Randolph McGraw 
Leonard E. McKeand III, BA’58, and  
Missy H. McKeand 
Julia C. McKinney (parent)
Anne Wall McLeod, BA’67 (parent)
Marc Matthew McManus, BS’99, and 
Melody Paige Wredberg McManus, BE’98 
David and Carolyn McMillin (parents)
Tyler Scott McMullen, BA’91, and Stephanie 
Cornelius McMullen, BA’91, MS’95 
Martin F. McNamara III, BA’58, and Ann 
Marie Mathis McNamara, BA’65 (parents)
Robert E. McNeilly Jr., BA’54, MAT’55, 
MAT’55, and Bette Sue McNeilly 
(parents)
Donald R. McPheron, BA’71, MAT’75
Holland Nimmons McTyeire V, BA’81, JD’84
Michael R. McWherter, BA’78, JD’81
William C. McWhorter, BE’57
Eric and Susan Meder (parents)
John and Kathleen Methfessel (parents)
Edward H. Meyers, BA’95
David R. Miller, BA’74
Jim and Deborah Miller (parents)
John and Susan Miller (parents)
John Crow Miller, BA’83
William Miller and  
Kathryn Loken Miller, BA’90 
Scott Lewis Miller, BA’81, and Julie Miller
Steven Miller and Victoria Fraser (parents)
Frank Mocek and Mary Lane Mocek, BA’83 
Robert R. Mohr (parent)
Preston Chapman Moister, BA’03
Roger W. Moister Jr., BA’67, JD’71 (parent)
Hugh J. Morgan Jr., LLB’56, and  
Ann Ward Morgan, BA’52 (parents)
Robert and Janice Morgan (parents)
Martha Mann Morrow, A’58 (parent)
Ronald Owen Mueller, BA’82
Timothy Martin Mulloy, BA’81
Roger G. Murray Jr., A’53
Gray Muzzy and Phoebe Welsh Muzzy, 
BA’78 
Charles M. Myer III, BA’75, and  
Virginia Place Myer, BSN’75 (parents)
Bart David Narter, BA’83
Kevin Neal and Nancy Citron Neal, BA’94 
Charles Nelson, E’47, and  
Betty Latham Nelson, BA’49 (parents)
Steven L. Nelson, BA’75
James D. Newell Jr., BA’83
Keith Wayne Newman, BA’81
Henry R. Nichols, BE’77, and  
Jennifer Gorog Nichols, BA’79 (parents)
Walter B. Nimocks, PhD’65, and  
Susan Lee Nimocks, BA’58 
Byron Douglas Norfleet, BA’83, MBA’84
Donald C. North III, BA’69, and  
Mary Murrill North, BA’69 
Charles Swift Northen III, BA’59, MA’61
Joe M. Norton Jr., BA’69
Thomas E. Norwood III, BA’65, and  
Charlotte Richardson Norwood, BSN’66 
Walter S. Nunnelly III, BA’66
Thomas W. Nygaard, BS’74, MD’78,  
and Ellen Nygaard (parents)
Rick Justin O’Brien, BA’86
John Fewell Oglesby, BS’83
Philip J. Olsson, BA’70, MM’72
Steven Ernest Ownby, BA’02, and  
Anna Sakolosky Ownby, BA’02 
Rebecca Oxford, BA’68 
Terry Galen Palmberg, BS’78, and  
Connie Lynn Palmberg (parents)
Alex S. Palmer, BA’68 (parent)
Kevin William Parke Sr., BA’81
Jeffrey David Parsons, BA’80
Richard and Connie Passarella (parents)
G. Douglas Patterson Jr., BS’80 
Sharon A. Pauli, BA’70 
M. Carr Payne Jr., BA’49
Robert and Ginnie Payne (grandparents)
Anne McVay Pearson, BA’82 
Eugene B. Pennell, BA’69, and  
Lynn Clayton (parents)
Terry Petrone, BA’78 
Alton W. Phillips Jr., BA’57 (parent)
Kathryn Reed Phillips, BA’72 
Gabriel Joseph Poggi III, BA’00
Cheryl Peters Powell, BA’77 
Andrew E. Price, BA’48
Philip Bennett Prince, A’81
Donald Collier Proctor, BS’87, and  
Allison L. Collins Proctor, BA’87 
Susanne Smith Pruitt, BS’83 
J. Warren Pullen, BA’91
Romulus W. Puryear Jr., BA’57
Douglas Michael Quartner, BA’77 (parent)
B. Manrin Rains III, BA’71
Michael Anthony Ralston, BA’80, and 
DeeDee Ralston 
Martin Rapisarda and Elizabeth Watson 
Rapisarda, BA’80, MBA’87 
Scott Ratner and Marjorie Van de Stouwe 
(parents)
Nancy L. Raybin, BA’74 
W. H. Mitchell Redd, BA’90
W. Casey Reed, BA’73
Michael H. Regen, BE’74, and  
Carolyn Regen (parents)
Jennifer Barton Reis, BA’03 
Benjamin Alexander Reitzes, BS’94
Arnold and Cathy Reusch (parents)
Louis Gregory Rice, BA’87
Julius Ness Richardson, BS’99, and  
Macon Miller Richardson, BS’97 
Lee Kaaren and Judith Rigby (parents)
Joseph W. Robbins, BA’64
Charles Evans and  
Lisa Louise Robbins, BS’80 
Kenneth L. Roberts, BA’54, JD’59, and 
Delphine Sloan Oman Roberts, A’61 
(parent)
George Gordon Robertson III, BA’69
Richard Mohr Robinson, BE’84, and 
Barbara Martin Robinson, BSN’84 
Beth Schulze Robison, BA’93 
Anne Zachry Rochelle, BA’88 
Carlos Jose Rodriguez, BA’83
Michael and Sharon Roeder (parents)
Kimberly Justice Rogers, BA’84 (parent)
James G. Rose Jr. and  
Megan Walker Rose, BA’82 
Anne Cunningham Ross, BA’68 (parent)
John J. Ross Jr., BA’68, and  
Harriet Long Ross, BA’68 (parents)
James Hunter Roth, BA’79, and  
Laura Ray Roth, BA’85
David and Lisa Roth (parents)
Armand and Marylee Rothschild (parents)
Virginia Freeman Rowan, BA’91 
Richard A. Rua, BA’75
Charles F. Rule, BA’78, and  
Ellen Friedland Rule 
Theron and Pamela Russell (parents)
Brian D. Rye, BA’96
Christopher Knox Sadler, BA’83, MBA’84
Charles K. Safley, BA’67, and Ellen Safley 
Lucy Sagansky, BA’81 
The popular charitable IRA rollover has been extended—but not for long. 
This  law allows you to transfer up to $100,000 from your IRA and exclude 
the transferred amount from your gross income, but only through the end 
of 2009. 
Details about the charitable IRA rollover: 
• You must be at least age 70½.
• The law expires on December 31, 2009.
• The IRA rollover may not be used for dues, tickets, parking or dinners.
• The distributed amount is excluded from income so no charitable  
 deduction can be claimed.
The transfer is easy—just send a letter to your IRA plan administrator. For a sample 
letter or more information, please contact Vanderbilt’s Office of Planned Giving at 
(615) 343-3113, (888) 758-1999 or plannedgiving@vanderbilt.edu. 
Support the College of Arts and Science  
today with a tax-free  IrA  rollover
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F. Calame Sammons, BA’73, and  
Dianne Paradise Sammons, BA’73 
Robert A. Sanders, BA’71, and  
Lee Knisley Sanders, BA’71 (parents)
David and Aileen Sarda (parents)
Frances Dannals Sasser, BA’74, and  
Jesse A. Sasser (parents)
Russell Harper Saunders, BA’76
Burt Schell and Barbara Deal (parents)
Elizabeth Huth Schonrock, BA’65 (parent)
Cheryl Davis Schreck, BA’81 
John F. Schultz, BA’79
Matson Forrest Schwalm, BA’94
Erik Anderson Scott, BA’90
Mary Shannon Raeber Scott, BS’88 
Patrick Levi Scott, BA’91
W. King Self Jr., BA’70
Marjorie Tillman Sennett, BA’82 
Virginia Wiese Sesler, BA’83 
Alexander Bresslau Severino, BA’83,  
and Sheri Severino
Sanford C. Sharp, BS’84, MD’88, and  
Joni Lovell Sharp, BA’86 
Sandra R. Shelton, BA’68 
Flora Sandra Siami, BS’90 
Dunning Brewster Silliman, BA’90
Stephen Silverman and Elizabeth Shapiro 
Silverman, BA’75 (parents)
David Michael Simms, BA’80
David and Linda Simon (parents)
Linda Leckie Sinsar, BA’74 
John and Jessica Skipper (parents)
Joseph Frank Skowron III, BA’91
Harmon and Lori Skurnik (parents)
Ann Unterberger Smith, BA’83 
Joseph Larkins and Bethany L. Smith, BA’76 
Bradford William Smith, BA’92
Clifton Smith, BA’65, and  
Renee Price Smith, BA’65 (parents)
David and Denise Smith (parents)
Patrick William Smith
Philip C. Smith, BA’76
Randall W. Smith, BA’84, MDiv’88, and 
Beth Ann Pattillo, MDiv’90
John Shiver Snelling, BA’87, and  
Bridget Roche Snelling, BA’89 
Charles Edward Soderstrom, BA’86, and 
Mary Stream Soderstrom
Jerry W. Southwood, BA’67, and Jeanne 
Welty Southwood, BA’67, MLAS’04 
Edward Spacapan Jr., BS’76, and  
Lise Taylor Spacapan, BS’79 
Elizabeth Morgan Spiegel, BA’58, MAT’59 
Henry and Carol Spinelli (parents)
J. David Spivey, BS’85
Betty Wiener Spomer, BA’83 
James D. Spratt Jr., BA’76, JD’79
John Gilbert Stallings Jr., BA’88
Jeffrey Starke and Joan Shook (parents)
James and Jan Starnes (parents)
Thomas Rye Steele, BS’76, and  
Katie G. Steele (parents)
David Steine Jr., BA’72, MBA’78
Elise Levy Steiner 
George Stelljes III, BA’84
Marcia Kemp Sterling, BA’65 
Loring L. Stevens (parent)
George Langworthy Stewart II, BA’85
J. Lindsay Stradley Jr., BA’71, and 
Jacquelin Masterson Stradley, BA’71 
Joe R. Straus III, BA’82
Mary Ann Sugg, BA’51 
Timothy Michael Sullivan, BA’89
Dennis Swaney, BA’71
Thayer F. Swartwood, BA’96, and  
Heather Donlan Swartwood, BA’96 
James Robert Sweeney, BA’71, and  
Karen H. Sweeney 
C. Neal Tate*
Eric Jay Taube, BA’79, and  
Judy Mills Taube, BA’79 (parents)
Clarence H. Taylor Jr., BA’56 (parent)
Elisabeth Kahora Taylor, BS’95 
Mary Christian Taylor, BA’82 
Richard D. Taylor III, BA’64
Timus G. Taylor Jr., BA’56, and Mary Ready 
Weaver Taylor, BA’56 (parents)
James V. Temple, BA’74, and  
Katherine Loveland Temple 
James and Alison Tennant (parents)
G. William Thackston Jr., BA’58, and Mary 
Helen Huddleston Thackston, BA’58 
DeWitt C. Thompson IV, BE’68, and 
Jacqueline Glover Thompson, BA’68 
(parents)
Evelyn Pugh Thompson, BA’73 
Robert B. Thompson, BA’71
Kate W. Thweatt, BA’64 
Jerome P. Tift, BA’71 (parent)
Louis B. Todd Jr., BA’56 (parent)
Norman Tolk
William Michael Tomai, BS’81
Kelly E. Toole, BA’87 
Julia Robert Kaminski Trampe, BS’82 
Elizabeth Ann Traster, BA’00 
David M. Travis, BA’47, MD’51
Michael Byron Tulloss, BA’80
Edward L. Turner III, BA’66, JD’70, and 
Mary Lee Hunter Turner, BA’67 
Edward R. Uehling, BA’50
Richard C. Unger Jr., JD’77, and  
Shelton Sumner Unger, BA’78 (parents)
Gordon Van Dusen and  
Karen Stadler Van Dusen, BA’81 
Henrik Vanderlip (parent)
J. Pace VanDevender Jr., BA’69, and 
Nancy Manning VanDevender, BA’67 
Susan Franklin Veillette, BA’84 
Alexander Wainwright, BA’09
Bruce Marshall Walk, BS’78, and  
Melissa Massar Walk, BA’79 
James T. Walker Jr., BA’71
Kelly W. Walker, BA’64 (parent)
Robert J. Walker, BA’62, LLB’68, and 
Barbara Holcomb Walker, BA’63 
Stephen and Terri Waller (parents)
Robert F. Ward, BA’68
Jeannette Warner-Goldstein, BA’82, JD’89 
Timothy L. Warnock, BA’84
Mitchum E. Warren Jr., BA’56, PhD’63, and 
Norma Hyatt Warren, BA’61 (parents)
Cynthia Warrick, BA’70 
John DeForest Watson III and  
Ann Morris Watson, BA’80 (parents)
Gregory Stewart Watson, BA’93
Alan and Jennie Weinberger (parents)
Robert T. Weinmann, BA’81
Arnold M. Weiss, BA’56, JD’58
William R. Welborn Jr., BA’64, MD’67, and 
Linda Herring Welborn, BS’64, MA’68 
(parents)
William R. Welborn III, BA’96
Ann Harwell Wells, BA’58, MA’60 (parent)
Faith Sheslow Wheeler, BA’83 
Joseph M. Whelan, BA’76, and  
Deanna Whelan 
Reed Daniel Whitcraft
Charles Hampton White, BA’52
Blair Wallace White, BA’82, and  
Martha Dalton White, BA’81 
Raymond C. Whiteaker, BA’51, JD’53
Kenneth Whitney (parent)
Walter D. Wick, BA’77, and Donna Wick 
Jean Simmons Wilcox, BA’74 
Claire Broyles Williams, BS’95 
W. Ridley Wills II, BA’56, and  
Irene Jackson Wills (parents)
Lawrence A. Wilson, BE’57, and  
Nancy Stackhouse Wilson, BA’58 
Charles Winters Jr., A’74, and  
Rita M. Winters (parents)
James D. Witherington Jr., BA’71, and 
Elizabeth Wetter Witherington, BA’72 
(parents)
Jonathan Whitney Witter, BA’91
Ronald and April Wolf (parents)
S. Kenneth Wolfe, BA’67
Charlene L. Wyman, BA’05 
Paul and Marcia Wythes (parents)
Robert Earl Yancey III, BS’85
Ingrid Yonke (parent)
James Young and  
Carole Sexton Young, BA’61 
Thomas L. Yount Jr., BE’52, and Jane 
Wilkerson Yount, BA’53 (parents)
Allison Dreeben Zeller, BA’93 
Nicholas S. Zeppos and Lydia A. Howarth 
James McCord Zimmerman, BA’96, JD’99
Anonymous (3)
C o r p o r at i o n s  a n d 
F o u n d at i o n s
Accenture Foundation
Agilent Technologies
AIG
Alternatives Research & Development 
Foundation
American Academy in Rome
American Cancer Society
American Chemical Society
American Council of Learned Societies
Ardmore Telephone Co.
Arnold & Mabel Beckman Foundation
Ashland Inc. Foundation
AT&T Foundation
Bank of America Foundation
Barclays Capital
Bessemer Trust
Betty & Davis Fitzgerald Foundation
Black & Decker
Caldwell & Orkin
Canadian Consulate General
Citigroup Global Impact Funding Trust
Coca-Cola Foundation
Columbus Foundation
Communities Foundation of Texas
Community Foundation for  
Southeast Michigan
Community Foundation of Greater Atlanta
Community Foundation of  
Greater Chattanooga
Community Foundation of  
Greater Memphis
Community Foundation of Louisville
Community Foundation of  
Middle Tennessee
Community Foundation of Richmond
CRT Capital Group
Dahlem Realty Co.
Dallas Jewish Community Foundation
Dayton Foundation Depository
Deloitte Foundation
Dow Jones & Co.
EMBARQ
ExxonMobil Foundation
Fannie Mae Foundation
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Fidelity Foundation
FRAXA Research Foundation
Fund for Astrophysical Research
Gaylord Entertainment Co.
GE Foundation
Germantown Bartlett Oral Surgery
Germantown Charity Horse Show
Goldman Sachs & Co.
Greater Houston Community Foundation
Heart of Oak Foundation
Holt Companies
Human Frontier Science  
Program Organization
IBM International Foundation
Illinois Tool Works Foundation
IMS Health
Jacksonville Jewish Foundation
Jewish Communal Fund of New York
Jewish Federation of Greater Philadelphia
Jewish Federation of Greater Washington
Jewish Federation of Nashvillle &  
Middle Tennessee
KB Home
Kelly W. Walker Oil & Gas
Kenmar Group
Kimberly-Clark Foundation
KPMG Foundation
Lea Charitable Trust
Lilly Endowment
Lincoln Financial Group Foundation
Marsh & McLennan Cos.
McVean Trading & Investments
McWherter Holdings
Merrill Lynch & Company Foundation
Metanexus Institute
Microsoft Corp.
National Geographic Society
National Philanthropic Trust
National Multiple Sclerosis Society
Northwestern Mutual Life Foundation
Orion Building Corp.
Pi Foundation
Plains Exploration & Production Co.
Procter & Gamble Fund
Provincial Foundation
Rancho Santa Fe Foundation
REAM Foundation
Regions Bank
Robert M. Rogers Investments
Roll Giving
Schwab Fund for Charitable Giving
Sessler Family Foundation
Shell Oil Company Foundation
Silicon Valley Community Foundation
Sonoco Foundation
Stanley Medical Research Institute
T. Rowe Price Program for  
Charitable Giving
Tennessee Independent Colleges &  
Universities Association
The Dallas Foundation
The Fiduciary Foundation
The Home Depot
The Jewish Community Foundation
The Max Kade Foundation
The McKesson Foundation
The PepsiCo Foundation
The Tinker Foundation
Time Warner Inc.
Towers Perrin
U.S. Charitable Gift Trust
United Negro College Fund
United Telephone Co.
United Way of Central New Mexico
UnumProvident Corp.
Vanguard Charitable Endowment
Vanguard Group Foundation
Wachovia Securities
Wells Fargo Foundation
Wilmot Wheeler Foundation
Woodrow Wilson National  
Fellowship Foundation
Xerox Corp.
Membership on the list presented here is 
based on gifts received during the fiscal 
year of July 1, 2008–June 30, 2009. 
Gifts to the College of Arts and Science 
through the College Cabinet are counted 
in the Vanderbilt Fund and included in the 
Shape the Future campaign.
 
While the College of Arts and Science 
Development and Alumni Relations Office 
has made every effort to ensure the 
accuracy of this information, we want to 
hear from you to correct any errors or 
omissions. Please notify us by e-mailing 
sara.shaut@vanderbilt.edu.
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INplace
1  Graduate student Jennifer McKenzie uses a multianalyte micro-
physiometer to study the effects of bacterial toxins on cells. The 
Cliffel group developed multianalyte micro-physiometry, which 
allows researchers to explore the dynamics of metabolism in living 
cells occupying microfluidic chambers. 
2   This incubator holds cell cultures for physiometry experiments to 
reduce dependence on animal toxicology studies in cancer drug 
testing. That work recently received a grant from the Alternatives 
Research & Development Foundation.
3   A carbon dioxide tank feeds the temporary storage of cell cultures. 
Cliffel’s main cell culture and biological toxin research lab is in a 
Stevenson Center Building 2 laboratory.
4   Postdoctoral associate Jeremy Wilburn looks through an optical 
microscope to evaluate ultramicroelectrodes before they undergo 
scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) in the group’s labo-
ratory on the ninth floor of Stevenson Center Building 7. SECM 
can determine the electrochemical activity of new materials and 
living cells with very high spatial resolution.   
5   Peter Ciesielski, a graduate student in the Interdisciplinary 
Materials Science program, uses a potentiostat to determine the 
performance of a solar cell that uses plant proteins to convert light 
into electrical energy. The research is part of a National Science 
Foundation-supported project.
6   The bulletin board serves as a reservation system for the Cliffel 
group. With 20 team members, it’s necessary to schedule and 
reserve critical instruments days in advance. The periwinkle-
colored syringe pumps are for microfluidic devices designed 
with help from the Vanderbilt Institute for Integrative Biosystems 
Research and Education. Cliffel, who joined the College of Arts 
and Science in 2000, is also a fellow at the institute.
7   Cliffel also serves as director of the Biomolecular Nanostructures 
Facility for the Vanderbilt Institute of Nanoscale Science and 
Engineering (VINSE). The interdisciplinary facility brings together 
science and engineering faculty interested in bionanotechnology. 
In a lab on the sixth floor of Stevenson 7, Cliffel and his team work 
on the advanced synthesis of gold nanoparticles that mimic bio-
logical protein recognition. The project, supported by the National 
Institute of Health, may lead to the development of nanoparticle-
based vaccines.  
associate professor of chemistry, can be  
a challenge. In addition to teaching, the  
expert in electrochemistry and analytical  
chemistry oversees research in six labs  
in four buildings within the Stevenson  
Center. This lab on the fifth floor of  
Building 5 serves as home base for the  
Cliffel Research Group, his team of post- 
doctoral associates, graduate students and  
undergraduates. The group works with  
specialized instrumentation and processes  
unfamiliar to most, but its research may one  
day impact diabetes, vaccines and cancer.
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T R A C K I N G  D o W N   
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Finishing Touches: Worker Isaac 
Gaither of N&S Waterproofing finishes a 
caulking project in front of the former exte-
rior wall of the historic Cohen Memorial 
building on the Peabody campus. A new 
lobby and accessible entrance onto 21st 
Avenue were created on what was formerly 
the building’s posterior. The elegant 
building is the new home of the history 
of art and classical studies departments 
and classrooms, as well as the Fine Arts 
Gallery. Note the beautiful carved cornice 
visible through the skylights.
Photo by steve green
Where Are You? Answer: Inside the Department of biological 
sciences’ greenhouses on the top floor of the stevenson Center.
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